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Abstract 
Geostat.ist.ic:s is a fldd of study that <i<m.l:-:; witl1 spat.ia!ly depenrlcmt aU.rih11Lc!s. 
As information mgarding t.lw.'ie a.UrilmL<!s is usually cJJdy availaiJie a!, saJ/Jp](! !o<:<l-
\.ions, est.iluat.es must be Jlladn at unsmHpled locati(JJJ!:i. S:uuple data are IIHIJ<dly 
measured on point support. wit.hiu the study n~gicm, howc!vc~r in n:nlity, dc:dsirms 
arc ba.'lcd on small blocks and not 011 points. A dHuJgc:-of-Silpport model is requin~d 
to obtain t.hc t.hcorctieal distribution of block values givc:11 thf: samplc: point valnr~s. 
Estimates nrc then made for a collection of blocks, referred to as a panel. Krigi11g 
is a generic t.erm adopted by gcostatisticians for a family of estirnat.ors appropriatr! 
for spatially distributed data. The main focus of this f:iLudy is the method of Dis-
junctive Kriging that employs the use of a family of orthogonal func:tinns knmvn 
as the Hermite polynomials. 
This thesis presents comparisons of the results from DisjuHctive Kriging v.rith 
those from the more commonly used methods of Ordinary Kriging and lndieat.(Jr 
Kriging. Ordinary Kriging can be used to generate estimate.<; for each small bloc:k 
in the study region. Panel estimates can then be derived from the block c.stimatc.c; 
within each panel. Indicator Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging use change-of-support 
models to obtain estimates of functions of the a\.t.ribute for the panr,ls ill t !Jc study 
<cgion based on the chosen block support sit~c. Two sets of isol ropic data are 
analysed, one of which is approximately normally distributed and the other is 
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1.1 Background and Significance 
Geost.ati~tic:-; is a Ll)riii usc~d to ckserilw a. :-;d of nrdhuds tiHLL pn,vidc~ a statis1.ical 
approach t.o estimation and decisiou 111aking prohlelfls involving spati;d[y dr:pr:rr-· 
dent data. The prndicalrmture of gcosta.Listic:-; lw:.:; lr!d Lr1 its SIJCf:l~<isfulH]lplir:aJirHr 
irr such diverse fielcls m; ruining, JWLroleurrr, soil scic!rrcl!, ocearrr,gr;-qJ!ry, lryr)n,gr:-
ology, remote sensing lllld environmental scicnc;c,":i. More ddail can IJc: formd iu 
background texts such as Arlllstrong (1998), Chile,<; & Delfhwr (lfJ(J!J), Dr!rJtsdr ,\: 
Journcl (1998), Goovacrts (1997), lsaaks & Srivastava (JD8D), .]oumd h lluijiJr,gt.< 
(1978) and Wackcrnagel (1995). 
Geostatistics deals with phenomena that fluctuate iu space!. The knowlr:dgr! ()[ 
the value of a particular attribute is of lit. Lie i11terest unless t lw lrJcat.ioJJ 
measurement is known and accounted for in the data analysis. Sample data may 
provide some information but in most. cases information regarding the cutin~ region 
of interest is required. Therefore, it is necc.<;sary to make cst.imalcs at UllS:UHpled 
locations. This is usually done using a family of estimation algorit hills for spatially 
dependent data, referred to by geost.ati::;t.icians as kriging. Jvlany of the common!.\' 
used kriging methods involve least-squares rcgTcssion algorit iltns. Silllp]P 1\riging 
and Ordinary Kriging are examples of such mct.hocls. ThP final product of such 
analyses is often a con tom mnp showing \.he est ima\.ed spat.ial distribution uf I lll' 
attribute of interest. 
k; guoslatisLical results arc frequently used lo help i11 planuing andjur dt•ci.-;intt 
making, it is often the casp \.hat. \.he required i11format.imi is not just. thP e~t illlatitlll 
of an rt\,\;ribute over a certain region but. rather a fu11ct.iou of the nt.t.rilmle (('hi!t·~ ,\.: 
Delfiner, 190H; llivoirard, l!J9t!). Au example of such a fum:t.iou is 1-he probability 
of t.hc attribute exceeding a critical threshold. Thew an~ a 11\Illlbt~r or krigin1~ 
nm\.hods that rL~Sillt. iu au estiumt.or of H fllJH:t.iou nr t.he al.t.rilmt.(~ or inlt·n~s1. Thi~ 
type of cstillla\.or is n mnw gum~ral \'ersion of Llw pn~vin11sly out.liiH'd lt~a.-.;1-sq•tar·l'~ 
rt)gres:-;imt est.iliHtLor. 
7 
011t~ .suclt llH~tilod is Indicator Kriging, which is rl1~sigrr1!d (.() r_~<;tirrral.l; Ur1; [li'IJIJ-
nbili!.y \.hat !.he nt.trilml.e vahw is 110 ~~n;atr;r tlrarr arry givr!rr thrr~s}r(J]rl valrrr;. '/']u; 
oul.cmrru of ltrdica\.nr !(rigirrg is a 1:<1Irditional r:utmdativr! rliht.riiHrtirJrt frrrrc1.i1rJr, ;r 
distribution of localuneert.aiHty or possihlr; valw!s conditional to data iu tlrr; JJt!igl!-
bourhood of the location t.o be mtirnatr;d. Tlris distribrrLi(Jll (Jf gnvlr~<; ca11 a]s(J! lli!JJ 
be used t.o derive tire average or expected value of tlu! nttrilHrtr;. 
Disjunctive Kriging is a kriging nrcthud that aims to l~'-itirua!1; a frHrdirJIJ r1f! IH! 
a t.tri butc, including, of courfie, the at tri bu t.e i tscl f. One of t I H! 1 r rr 1St cr '' 1 r r n<JI rly r rsr;r I 
Disjunctive Kriging lllctlrods usc::; arr ort.lrogmml family of fu11cl irms krrrJ\'.'I"J il.'-i tlrr; 
Hermite polynomials (Chiles & Del finer, 199f~; Hivoirard, 1 UD<t: Yatc.'-i, Warrir:J.; A: 
1\'fyers, 1986). The usc of the Hermite polynomials in this crJrrtr:x1 s1 r~1ns frrHir 1 /rr)ir 
relationship with the normal distribution and their ortlrogonality pr(Jpr;rties. 
\Vhen making estimates in geostatistical applicatiuns, it is oft.rm desirable: i o 
map the spatial distribution on the ba::;is of bhJck support rather than sample 
support. The size of this block support refers to the miniumJH support upon which 
decisions can be made. Linear estimation of such small blocks {cg. Block Ordinary 
Kriging) results in very high estimation variances. Therefore, tlw small block linear 
estimates have very low precision. A potentially serious consequence of tin~ ,-;nwll 
block linear est;irnat.ion ap,)l'oach is t.lrat the prediction oft lw rnr1tcnl of a11 a11 rib1Jt.c~ 
above a cut-off based on t.hcsc c::;tirnates is quite different from 1 hat baRt~d 011 1 rue 
block values. Estimation of very large blocks will result. in lowr~r est iura\ ion variniJcr~ 
but implies very low selcctivit.y, which i::; usually an unrenlist.ic assumption (V<1nn 
& Guibal, 1998). Non-linear cstimal;ion is the gcost:atistical approach to suh'ing 
t.hi.s problem. 
Alt1ruugh we canuot preci::;dy estimate small blocks b,\' direct linPar I'S( inm1 ion. 
we can e!it.iumte t.he proportion of small blocks above a sped lim! t.hrcslrold \\'it.hin 
a large blnek, (.ypicrdly called :t panel, tlsiHg: liOn-linear r•stiruatiou. A l'lrnug('-nf-
support lllCidc!Irntst. ])(~ ill(:orpomted iu order t.o go fronr sanrph~ (point) suppmt tn 
(small) block .support .. Thus LIH1 concept. of c:hangr' of support. is nit ical in pr:u·t il'al 
applic11\.iorrs of non-linear esl.ittuiUorr. Usr) of srH:ll IHl\J-!irrr~nr ('st.irrralt~s a\\rJ\\'S f(Jr 
hdt.m duci!:iion making. (V:uur & Guilml, I DHS) 
1.2 Aims and Objectives 
The aim of t.hi.s study is t.o invn"itign.te orllrogurml polynnrnials and LIH:ir applica-
tion to geoslalist.ics, in particular tlrr:ir applic;tl.iou to Disjnndivr: J<riging. Thr! 
theory of orlhogona.l po\ywJrninls is reviewr:d a.nd Stllnllllll'isr:d wiLl! L!Jn:r: f;unilir:s 
of orthogonal polynowials. TIH:se arc LIH! Lq~C!ndn:, C\udJyshev ami llr:nrlitl: p()ly-
nominls. Particular attention howevm is givr:u to t.lw I lc;nnite polynomials m; 1 hr:y 
arc used in the Disjundive I<rigirrg rrrct.lrurl r1f t!s1 irrr;JtirJ/1 nrHI dwrrgt:-rJf-srtJlJl!JJt 
modelling. 
The Disjunctive Kriging algorithm, including thr; incorporation of thr; I!r:nni1.c 
polynomials, is investigated in detail. The algoritlnns of thr; rHon; COJllHJ(JJdy IJsr~rl 
methods of Ordinary Kriging and Indicator Kriging are rliso outli11ed as tl!f~.Y an~ 
used to provide estimates for compariso11 wit-h those obtaiwxl using Disjuuctin~ 
Kriging. Change-of-support rnoclels arc ideut:ified [1;r Indicator Kriging rtud Dis-
junctive Kriging. 
Two suites of data (A.foisture and Trne) are analysed, in order to provide com-
par·isor1S of the kriging methods. The Moislure data are isotropic and, although 
not normally distributed, arc only weakly (positively) skewed. The True data are 
isotropic and strongly (positively) skewed. Ordinary 1\.rif:!;ing; est.imate.c; m·e made 
on blocks within the study area equal t.o th(: chose11 st!ppnrt size. Tin: block c·sti-
mates are then converted into proportions and mean value's of blocks above specified 
thresholds for groups of blocks, referred to as panels. The conditional probabilities 
generated from Indicator Kriging for t.he snuH: pands are obtained ami com'ertl'd 
into proportions and mean values of blocks above I he t hrcsbolds based on t.lu• dis-
cretisation of the panels iilto block~ of t.hP support size. Similarly. Disjunct in~ 
Kriging is used Lo obtain c~t.imnt.cs of t.bc proport imts and HH'HII value::; of blocks 
above the specified t.hrcsboldH hm;r.d on blocks of support sizr) wit.hiu each pant'!. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 of t.he thesis prcs1~nt:-; so11w t.hmn:t icnllmdq-',Tillltld of nrthogun:ll]Hll.YJHl-
mials, tllJrJHal and hivnrin\.1~ nonunl dist.rihul ions. t Ia: raud01n fuuct.iou HHnlt'l a11d 
!J 
the varioun methods of kriging used in t.his st.udy. Clmptr~r :~ df~scrilH!S t.hr! LwfJ dnl.;t 
suite.-; in detail and provides the analysis and m-;1dt.s for f!ill:h SIJiLI!. 'J'hr! forrn1JiiH! 
developed in Clmpt.m 2 nrc impluJJII!llt.ml by t.Jm GSLIB ;u11l JSA'J'JS SfJftwan! pad~·· 
age;.;, which were usf!d to produce the l~riging esLillwt 1:s. 1\ discn:-;siou uf LIH! n!SIJ!Ls 
awl conclusions of the stndy me given in ChapLr!r 'I 
1.4 Software 
The gcostaiist.ical and ot.lwr software packag{!S nsr!rl in thr: ;um!ysis of tiH! d;d a ;m: 
listed below. 
3PLOT (Kanevski ct a!, 1998) 




ISATIS (B!eines et a!, 2000) 
MICROSOFT EXCEL 
MINITAB 13 
VARlOWIN 2.2 (Pannatier, 1990) 
1.5 Notation 
The following notat.iou is used t.hroughou! this 1 hcsis. The geoslntist icnl not at intt 
is the same a':i that used by Deutsch & .Jmu·nd (1\J!J~) and C:oovaprts (l\J97). 
A study rcgio11 
C(h) covariance funct.ion 
C(u- Ur.>) poittL-to-poin1. covarinnct' vahtt'S 
C(u,., v(u)) poilll.-t.o~hlod; covarinuce vahlt'S 
G'(v(u), v(u)) bloc:k-t.o-block cova.ri<tllt:t! vrtlues 




























,\" ( u;zk) 
,o"( ·z ) 
...... u, k 
,\8"(u·z .) 
f.} ' k 
covnriancn of X ( u,) and X ( u0 ) 
c~xpc~dt~d vall!~! of .%'(u) 
f:llllltlla.tivc~ clisLributior1 fiJJJdiOJJ :11. u 
conditin11n.l CIIIJHJ!at.ivc~ distriiJution fnru:tio11 ;J!. n 
mul f.i var iatt~ ell! JJlll ;d,j vr! distri bu t.ion fur 1ction 
c'.tlllllllat.ivc~ distriiHJLion fuocLitJJJ c1f X 
joinL Clllll11hll.iv<~ dintriiJIJtirJJJ funeLion of XI illlrl x'l 
norm of J 
inner product off and y 
probability density function of X 
joint probability density function()[ XI and x'l 
nnamorplwsis function 
cumulative distribution function of V ( u) 
probability density function of Y(u) 
scmivariogram at lag h 
experimental ;-,emivariogram at. lag h 
Hermite polynomial of degree n 
indicator random function at u for thrc~bold Zk 
kriging estimator of /(u; zk) 
Ordinary Kriging cstilllntor of /(u: zd 
Simple Kriging estimator of /(u; .::1:) 
indicator fund.ion at. u for thref>llold .::k 
space of squan~-inl.cgrablc fund.ions 011 iuterval (u. h) 
kriging weight. nssigm~c! to z(u,) 
Disjunct.ivc Krigillg weight. ns:-;igncd 1.o .::(u0 ) 
Ordinary Kriging wdgltt. nssigued I o z ( u,) 
Silllplc Kriging weight. assigtwd t.o z( u") 
hl()(:k kriging weight. nssi)-!;llt~d to .:(u0 ) 
bloc].; Onlilwry Krigitlg wuigltl. assigiH'd j() .::(u,,) 
kriging wuight. c1ssigned t.o .:( ll11 ) for t.]m•shnld .::~c 
Ordinmy Kriging wt~i)-!;ltt. nssigncd tu .::(u,) 



































averagn recovmed value of a1.t.rihutn a.lHJVt: z~; for V(u) 
exped.t~d vahw of .%'( u) 
exp{'c!.(~d valw~ of Z{u,) 
Lngl'illl!~C! JJ\lJlt.ipli<!r 11!-ie<l for OrdiJJiii'.Y 1\rigiJIJ.~ 
mnnher of s;unple pain; st!pamLI;d by htg distanc1! h 
Jl\Jrubcr of discretisiug points uf block v(u) 
utnuher of s;unplP lot:a!.ions in ueiglliH>tJrho(HI \1/(u) 
Legendre polynomial of degree n 
orthogonal polynoltlial of de!:,'Tf!f! n 
quantity of at t.rilmtn above z~; 
Chebyshev polynoJuial of degree n 
proportion of V ( u) above Zk Yahw 
variance of Z(u) 
panel of size V centred on u 
block of size v ccnt.rcd on u 
neighbourhood centred on u 
weight function 
random variable of arbitrary distribution 
standard normal random variablu at u 
standard normal random variable of blo('k attribute valw~ of P(u) 
random variable at u 
random variable at. Un 
random variable of est.imat.cd vrtluc at. u 
Disjunctive Kriging estimator of Z(u) 
Indicator Kriging est:imator of Z{u) 
Ordinary Kriging e:;t.iJna.tor of Z(u) 
actm.tl at. tribute value at u 
sample attribute value nt. U 01 
block attribute value of v(u) 
random variabl<1 of block ntJrilHJL(~ vnllw of ·11(11) 
raudolll variable of est.imatc(\]J]ock ai.LrilHJt.t~ valw~ (J!" l'(u) 
random variable of p:uwl at.tribut.e vnlll\~ of V(u) 
1~ 
2 Theoretical Framework 
This Sl~dion aillls to pr.:~':'~llt :lJl out.liuc~ of the t.IH:ory of orthog()nal Jl'Jl,YIHJJHials, 
uonnnl and hi varia!.<~ nnrwal distributions, Lhr! ra.ndo11t funct.ion I! todd nnd I lu: 
gcostat.isLicnl 111e!.hods of r~stimaLion used in Ulis pro.)1!d. 
2.1 Orthogonal Polynomials 
Orthogonal s,ysl.e\JJs play an important role in awdysis. Ow! rmson is that twiny 
functions can lw expanded in :·mriPs of orthogonal functions. It is this pnJpc~rty 1 hilt 
leads to the usc of t.hc Ilcnnitr! polynomials in Disjunctive Kriging. iiii[)(Jr1 alJ1 
examples of orthogonal systems 1tn! orl.hogoual polyrrornials p,1 (n fl. 1. :2 . ... l. 
where n is the degree of the polyHolllial Pn· This dnss contaiw; rnauy SJHTial 
functions common!~' encountered, e.g., Legendre, Henuitc, Laguerre. Chf!byshr'\' 
and .Jacobi polynomials (Lcbcdev. 1972). \Vc will now look at. fJllC appmadt to the 
theory of orthogonal polynomial:-;. 
In order to define orthogonality we must first define the vector space \\'e an~ 
concerned with. The space of functions defined 011 the interval [a, b] for \\'hich 
[ w(x) IJ(x)l' <h: < oo (1) 
is denoted by L~,(a, b) where w is a weight function. This space is ;1 Yrctnr span'. 
The orthogonality of functions within this vect.or spnce is ddl!lcd with r<'SJH'cl to 
a particular inner product .. An ilmcr product 011 L~,.(a,lJ) is ddi.ned hy 
!
,, 
(!, y) = w(:e)f(:r)g(.o:)d:c 
. " 
I 2) 
and the associated norm is given by 
(/., )'/' 11/11., = . " w(:~:) lf(:c)l' d:c 
Fnndious f, g are :mid (.o h(! ort.hugonal on tlw in\(!1'\'ill [o. h] if 1 hl'ir innt'r pn u\nl'( 
(.{, .rJ) is eqwd I o r.ero. 
t\11 or1.hogounl sysl.t!Jil iu t.hc sprH'(! I.~,(a, h) is n !init.t• or inlini1t' St'l nf fttlH'1 itlll." 
helouging to l.~,(n,h) Llmt. satisfy tlH~ f'ollmYing ('()lldit-iull for all pussiblt' pairs tlf 




IIJII;, f II, 
!!!I 
J c~ !/ 
( 1) 
A .system of functions is called conlpletn if nvcry functirm in the ~pm:e L~,((J., !1) r:an 
be approximated as closely m.; desired by the functions of the set or hy till~ir liJH!;IJ· 
cmnbiuat.ions. An orthogonal basis for L';)a, b) is a complete orthogonal sysLeJJI. 
Gi,·cn a complete system for the vector space, we lben develop an orthogonal brJsis 
for L;,(a,b). 
There are many sets of function::; that can be used as a ba.<>is for the vector 
space L~,(a, b) but for the purposes of this study we arc interested in those bases 
cmuposed of polynomials. It fOllows from the \~'eierstrass Approximation ThcoreJJJ 
(Bartle & Sherbert, 1992) that any continuous function Jon the interval [a, bJ can 
be approximated by a polynomial to any desired degree of accuracy: Given E > 0, 
there exists a polynomial function p£ such that 
JJ(x)- p,(x)J < f: (5) 
for all x in the interval [a, b]. This allows us to use the monomials { 1, x, :r2 , x3, ... } as 
a basis for L~(a, b). The inner product in (2) is then used to recursively construct au 
orthogonal basis for L~v(a, b) from these monomials \'ia t.he Gram-Schmidt process 
(Lay, 1997) which consists of 
l. Sctc Po(x) = l, 
2. For n 2:': 1 set. 
(,;"+' ,po(x)) 
( ( ) flo(.r). 1'o x ,Jlo(:t:)) I u l
This procedure results in a family of polynomials p11 (n = 0, 1,2 .... ) that em' 
pairwiHc orthogonal with respect t.o the given imwr product. 
Since the family of orthogonal polynomials is n bn::;it:> of L;,,(a., b) wt~ cau \\Tilt' 
(!very function f E L~,(a, b) as a linear combination of dements p11 : 
J(:~:) = L r,p,(:10), n < .r < {J. I 7) 
,,,Q 
14 
The codliciunt.s C11 an~ determined front thf) ortliogon:dit.y proJH:rty of LIH: llrLhl!g-
onal polynomial~. Multiplying l.ue seri(~'> (7) lJ.Y t.l11: product. of LIH: Wf!ii',IIL fundi()ll 
w and t.he orthogoual polynomial p111 , intl:grating L!:rllt by t.en11 IJV!!I' th1: inLr:rv;d 
[a, b] and using ('1), we find that for eHc!J 111. = 0, l, '2, ... 
(H) 




/" w(x)f(x)p,(x)rl:I: = (f,]J,;), 
IIPnllw },. IIP,.IIw n = 0, I, 2, ... (!!) 
Three families of orthogonal polynomials wil! be discussed in 1 he following sec-
tion to illustrate the properties of orthogonal polynomials. They are the Lr:gendn~. 
Chebyshev and Hermite polynomialH. The Legendre and Chebyshev polynmni-
als are both defined on the interval [-1, 1] but have different weight. fuuctions. 
The Hermite polynomials are defined on the whole of IR.. These t hrec families of 
polynomials exhibit similar properties and arise from a number of mathcma tical 
approache'l. As a consequence of these orthogonality propcrtif'A'i and their partic-
ular form, the Hermite polynomials lend themselves to usc in the application of 
Gaussian Disjunctive Kriging to be outlined later. 
2.1.1 Legendre Polynomials 
The Legendre polynomials were first encountered by I he Fn~nc:h tnat.lwll!al iciau 
Adrien-Marie LegendrL' in his work on potential theory (Apostol. lVGU). They pia.\· 
an important role in rnadwmatical physics, pmticulnrly in the :->t udy of boundary 
value problems that can :Je solved by the use of spherical harmonics (Lelwdt'\'. 
1972). The Legendre polynL1mials P11 (n = 0, I, 2, ... ) an~ ddin<'d by HodrigtH's· 
formula (Lehedev, 1972) 
II = 0, I, 2, ... ( Ill) 
for real valucH of the: variable :r:. The first. llv\~ Lt)gt)lldn~ polyno1niab an' 
Po(:~:) 1' 
n(:r) :t:, 
P,(:~:) 1 ' ' 2(.!:" - I), ( I I I 
lG 
I 
'''(";) ~("""'- ;!;,;), 
1~,(,;) ~(:IG"" -- :Hb;' 1 :1). 
The Lcgemlre polynomial::; are ort.hogfJilal with wr~ight w(:r;) --- I tHt the intr~rval 
[ -1 1 1] and satisfy t.he following ort.hogowdity n~latinn: 
(P,, P,) = ,{, P,.(x)P,(":)rb: = { ~ 
:!u+l' 
( 12) 
111. = /1. 
A number of rccurrcHcc rclatious involviug Legendre polynowial~ may be dr:rivr:d 
including 
(n + l)P,+t(x)- (2n + l)xP,(x) -1- nP,_ 1(x) = 0, n = 1,2, ... 
which connects any three Legendre polynomials with cousr:eutive indices. This 
allows the recursive calculation of the Legendre polynomials once t.hc firsl two arc 
known. The Legendre polynomials also arise as a solution 10 the second-order 
differential equation 
(1- x 2 )u"- 2xu' + n(n + l)u = 0 ( 14) 
where n is a positive integer. 
2.1.2 Chebyshev Polynomials 
Another commonly encountered set of orthogonal polyumnials are !.he ChebyshcY 
polynomials, denoted by Tn (n = 0,1, 2, ... ), \\'hose main u:-5c lies in approxima-
tion theory. They were named after the Russian mat.hcmat.ician Pafnut.y LwJ\·idt 
Chebyshev and arc defined by the formula (Lcbcde\·, 1972) 
~,(x) = cos(narccosx), :c E [-l.!J. n = 0, 1.2 .... ( 15) 
The fact that they can be specified explicitly ifi nniqlle t.o tlw Chebyshc" polyno-











r.l • .'l .._,,,:! I 
u.l. - o.l. + . 
lG 
( ](j) 
As with the Legendre polynnntials 1 til(! ChdJy:->IH:v polytHJtnials can alsiJ IH: slrow11 
t.o sal.is(y an urthogona\it.y t·dat.ion. Like t.IH! Lew!ndn! polyuontials, t!H: Cltr!bysltr:v 
polymmtial:-; are definer! on LIH! ittl.ervnl [-1, JjlHtl.\w.vr: it rlifl'r!rt!Jtt wdgltt fttttdiiJ!t 
given by w(:t;) =(I- :r:2 )"" 1/:!. Thr:ir ort.hof!,Owdity rdatiou is spccifir:d by 
(1;,., 1;,) = f' (I- "'t·'l''f;,.(:~:)'l;,(,;)rh: = 
./_, 
IJ, m I n 
7f, 'lfl = n = 0 
rr/2 1 m = n f 0 
( 17) 
A recurrence relation~ connecting any three Chebyshev polynomials with crmsr:ctt-
tive indices~ is given by 
n = 1,2, ... ( 18) 
It can also be shown that the Chebyshev polynmnials satisfy the sccoJtd order 
differential equation 
( 19) 
2.1.3 Hermite Polynmnials 
The Hermite polynomials, denoted by l-I71 (n = 01 1,2, ... ), were named after the 
French mathematician Charles Hermite. Their application lies in the area of math-
ematical physics in problems involving the integration of Laplace's cquatiOJl and 
Helmholtz, equation in parabolic roordinates, in qwmt.lllll mechanics regnrding 
wave functions and in the area of geost.atistic.s iuvolving tltP method of Disjunct iw 
Kriging and the modelling of change of support. 
The Hermite polynomials arc defined by {llivoirard, 1904) 
If (") - c"'i' rl" ( -x'i') u .c - ---- e , Jnf d:r11 II= 0, 1,2, ... (211) 
for real values of the variable :1;. The first five Hermite polynomials an' 
H0 (:~:) I, 
H,(:~:) -:r:, 
I ( ., ) /2 :~:· ·- I , (21) 
-1 . (·r:··' ''-r·) j6 .. -o .. ' 
I ( '1 G ' I 'l) =";-:r:·· .. 
v2tl 
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The llt!l'lllit.l~ polynondnls 111'1: ddilu•d on 1ft ;uJd me orllingtl!lal wit.IJ mo.;pucl. to tlu: 




m f n (n) 
rn = n 
As in t.hc case of t.he Lt!gendn! and Chebyshev polynoinials 1 the Hermite polynoJJJi-
als lmvc au a.'isociated rcciJJTenc<! relat.ioJJ, c<JIJIJccLiiJg tl1rce IIcrinite JJO!ymJinials 
with consecutive indices. This relat.ion can he used to calculate tlw 1-[ermiL<) poly-
nomials once the first two arc known and i!l given by 
Hn+ 1(x)- x!-l,(x) + nH,_ 1(x) = 0, n = 1 ,2, ... 
This recurrence relation allows storage cff<~ctivc computation of the values of the 
Hermite polynomials. \Ve also have from (20) that for eac:h n = 1, 2, ... 
(24) 
Finally, the Hermite polynomials arc the solut.ions of the second-order differential 
equation 
1/'- :n/ + 1111 = 0. (25) 
2.2 Results from Probability Theory 
This thesis involves the !lt.udy of continuous random variables. \Vc uow define sowe 
of the properties for eout.inuou8 random variablu .. '> with arbitrary clist.rihut.ion and 
then for the particular cn.sc of nonnnlly dist.rillllt.ed random variables. 
A cont.inuow; ra.mlon1 variable X is dJ<~r<ld.eriscd hy its probabilit,v dcn:-;it)· 
function fx (.1:) and it::.; f:IIIIJUlat.ive distrihut.inu function Vd:~:) g;ivm1 by 
(2!i) 
The cxpcdod value or 1111\1111 of the random varia bin X is defitu~d h.v 
!·= E[XJ =. -=1/x (l)dt ( 27) 
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aud it.s vari:uu:c is defined by 
Vur]XJ = E](X -- E]XJ)2] =• lo' [X'] - E]X]'. (~K) 
The expected value of a fundion h of the randont variable X is ddiund by 
E']h(X)] = ./_:h(t)fx(f.)dl (2!J) 
and its variance is defined as 
Var]h (X)]= E](h (X)- E'[h (X)])2 [. ( 00) 
The joint distribution of two random variable.<; XI and x2 is r:haracterised by 
their joint probability density function f:; 1x2 (:c 1, x2 ) and their cumulative distrib-
ution function F'_-.;1x2 (xJ, x2) defined by 
j x, j'' P{X1 :<; x 1,X2 :<; x2 } = Fx,x, (x 1,x,) = -~ -oo fx,x, (t,u) dtdu. (31) 
The expected value of a function h of the random variable.<; X 1 and X2 is defined 
by 
E[h(X1,X,)] = J:L:h(t,u)Jx,x, (t,u)dtdv. (32) 
and its variance is given by 
(33) 
The covariance of the random variables X 1 and X2 is defined by 
Cov[X,, X,]= E [(X, - E[XI]) (X,- E[X,])] = E[X 1X,]- E[XI]E[X2] (3•\) 
and the covariance of the functions J (X 1) and h ( X2 ) is givctt by 
Co,[f (Xt) , h (X,)] = E ](!(X,) - E[f (Xt)J) (h (X,) - E[h (X,)])]. (:lo) 
cocfricicut of X1 and X2 is the covarin.nce sLaudardiS{Xl by the standard deviat.iuns 
of xl ami x2 defined by 
Cot~[X 1 ,X2 ] 
P x, x, = c 01'/' 1 x, , x ,J = riTT.'k-7.c#G7'"i /Vn.r[Xd /Vor[X2]. 
HJ 
( :lli) 
The condit.ional Cllllllllati\'t! di:..;trilmt.ion fnnci.ir)l) of x'J, givr~IJ X I ;,;) i:; ddilwd 
by 
, , • , .J::,fx1x'l(:l:tJ)rlt. I' p, :S :~:,[X,=:~:,)= l·x, (:~:,[:~:,) = f (") (:l7) 
X 1 .lJ 
nne! t.he nmdit.ioual probability density function of X·;. givr~n X 1 ."":;;;. :1: 1 is ddinr:d by 
f ( .I")_ fx,x, (x,,:c,) X·, x, .1.1 - j ( . ) . 
x1 :11 
The conditional expectation of x2 given XI= XJ is defined by 
E[X2 [X1 = x,] = 1: tfx, (t[x,)dt. 
By Theorem 3-22 in Arnold {1990), the expected value for conditional expectation 
is an unconditional expectation that may be written as 
( 40) 
where E [h (X1, X2 ) [X,] is itself a random variable. 
The random variable Y is normally distributed if its probability density function 
is given by 
y E (-oo,oo). rr > 0 (41) 
where 11 and rr2 are the moan and variance of Y. The associat.ed cumulative dist.ri-
bution function is 
F'y(lJ) = jy(l)dt = -- c-1>-1•1'12"' dl.. j y 1 j" 
-oo J2ii -oo ( 42) 
Vle say that Y is ::;tandard normal if it. has a mean of zero and a variHIH'e tX[tlill tn 
one, with probabilit..v density function g(y) given hy 
y E (-oo, oo) (-t:l) 
and cuJulllative distrilHtt.iou f1111dion G(y) givm1 hy 
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Two mndolll vnri;thie:; V1 and Y2 are said to lw bivnri:il.1~ nonnal if Utl)ir .iCJilll. 
probability density fundiou is given by 
exp { 211 ~,, 1 [ ('";:.:• )' - 2p ("',::••) ('",:>) I ('",:.:'") ']} 
( 1o J 
where J.L1,1 and ILF2 arc the rc."ipcctive mca11s 1 a~,.1 tlnd rr~,., an: Uu: re.~pedive variances 
and p is the correlation coef!icicnt of Y1 and Y2• The random variabh!s Y1 and Y2 
are said to be bivariate standard normal if both Y1 and Y2 have mean equal to zero 
and variance equal to one, and the joint probability density function is given by 
!IJ· y, E (-oo. OG). ( 1fi) 
Since their means are zero1 the covariance of the bivariate standard normal randou1 
variables Y1 and Y, using (34) is 
( 4 7) 
and since their variances are equal to one, t.hcir corrclal ion coefficient using (3G) is 
(48) 
\~'e now develop these results for random variable." iu\'olving, the Ih:nnite poly-
nomials. VVe define the random variable flu [Y], n = 0, 1, 2, ... n~ a fuuct inn of 
the standard normal variable Y with the function Hu defined by (20). Except for 
/Jo [Y] which is const;anL with value one, t.he meatlS of \\l(~ 1-lunuil.l' pol.YIHHHi;ll;-; <Hl' 
zero: 
E[H, [YJJ .l: H, [y] y(y)rly by (2!J) 
~ L: II, [y] "_,.,,,dy by (.\:l) 
_ r:J=l [/·II JJ, [y] e-u'i'rly + f' 11, [y]" u"l'rfyl v~n ' -oo .h) 
- = lim II, [y] e-"' 1'dy + litn II, lui e I ( ;,·" . ;,·" 
v2rr a---->oo,() h·--c""'·h 
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I 
I. I ,-y~/"'f·l (· ) I ( [ l" fiC 1111 r-;'- H~ I !/ y271" u-·•oo vn! (J 
+ Iilli [-1-,,-u'i'Jf,_,(y)]") by (21) 
b-•-·oo R 11 
- ~ ( -;,/1,.~1(0) + :,_,//,.~1(11)) 





E[H,. [Y[[ = 
0, n ~I 
( 1S) 
The vcuiances of the Hermite polynomials, except for f-10 [Y] which is constfu1t and 
therefore has variance zero, are equal to one: 
Var[H,. [Y]] E[(H,. [Y]- E[H,. [\'[])'] by (30) 
- E[(H,. [Y])2[, 
(H,., H,.) 
.;z:;; ' 
n oF II by (19) 
by (22) and (29) 
I, n. # 0 by (22). 
The covariance of two Hermite polynomials of different orders arc r.cro: 
(oO) 
Cov [Hm [Y], H,. [Y]] E [(H., [Y]- E[H., [Y]]) (/J, [l']- E[/1,. [Y]])] by (35) 
- E [Hm [Y] H,. [Y]] by (•ID) 
!= -1
2/2 0 
= 11,, [t] H, [t] dt 






Cov [11, [Y], J-1,. [YJ] = E [H., [Y] 11,. [Y]] = 
I. 
Ill ~ II (:;I ) 
Ill = II 
For the bivariate st.aaclard uonual pair of mndo111 \'clriahh•:-~ (Y1.) ~) \\'it h t"or-
rclat.ion cocflidcnL fJ\'1 }'~' t.lw I-lcrmU:e Jlnlynmuinls have !Itt~ followill)!; ]l\"l)JJt~r1y of 
coJtditiotm.l cxper:t.atiOJt (Rivoirn.n\ 1 10011): 
E [ll, JV,]I\',J = [p,,-,]" II,[\',[. ( G2) 
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I 
tl:-;ing: this result. we 1:an wriu~ t.lu: (:ovari:lltc(: of l./Ln llnnuiL1~ polywunials w1 
C'o11 [//,,. (l'd ,II,. [l',[[ = 8 I(!/,., [Vd - />'[//,., fl'diJ ( //,. I Y,J - "[! 1,. fl',JIJ I by (:lo) 
- E[II..,[Ydll,.Jl',)J hy(~!J) 
-- E [ /J.., [l'd B I H .. [Y,J fl'dl using Bay~;,' H.11l<! 
[ ]" /'[// [l' .. , ')"' {Jy1 y~ ~ m [j/111[ J)j hy (52) 
by(:il) 
C'ov [Y1 ,Y2J" C'ov [H.., [Yd ,If., [YdJ by ( ~8) 
{ 
0, m f n 
Col! [Y1 1 Y:dn, m = 11. 
by (50) and (ol). 
Hence 
m f. n 
. (o.3) 
·m = n 
Therefore, the Hermite polynomials of the random variables Y1 and Y2 of different 
orders are uncorrelated and the covariance of the Hermite polynomia1 of degree n 
is the covariance of the random vnriables raised to t.hc nth power. 
A function f of the standard normal variable Y, wbieh can be cxprc~sscd in 
terms of Hermite pol_:;nomials, given by 
00 
f (Y) = L f,./1., [Y] 
has coefficients given by (9): 
(!, If., [Y]) 
f .. = II H .. IYJII;, ' 
u=O 
( ) - -•N' - 0 I 2 wy r ,n-,,, ... 
(54) 
(55) 
Frotn the dcfinit.iou of the cxpec:t.ed value of LIH: futtdiml of n rm1dmn variabh: (2\J) 
we obtain 
B If (Y) II., [Y[[ = /: f (l) II,. [II !I (l) dl I G!i) 
where y {1.) is defined by (tJ:i}. Comparing Litis wit.lt t.lte definition of t.h(' illnt~r 
produet. (2) with w(y) = c-y~/'2 we obt:ain 
f = (f, 11" [YJ) = E If (Y) H [Y]] 
" [[H,. [YJII;, " ' 
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'I' w(·11) = I'- 11 11. = () I 'J 
, I \ 1 ~, ••" 
In particular, sincu //0 [Y] ::..~ I, we oht.nin 
The variance off (Y) ix given hy 
Var [f[Y]] 
Hence 
8[(! (I')- IE[! (Y)[)'J 
E[(J (Y))'J- (E[J (Y !])2 
E [ (t,J,.H,. [YJ)'] - (t,J .. E[/1,. [Y]]r hy (!J4) 
E [ (t,J .. H,. [Y]) '] - JJ by (4fJ) 
L J,;E [(fin [Y[) 2] 
n=l 
Lf~ by (5o). 
n=l 
Var[f[Y]] = Lf,;. 
n=l 
(59) 
So the variance of a function of the standard normal variable, which can be ex-
pressed in terms of the Hermite polyuomials, can be writt.cn in terms of the coef-
ficients of the Hermite expansion. 
The bivariate standard normal ramlom variables Y1 ami }"2 with correlation 
coefficient py1 y2 can be expressed in terms of I·knnit.c polynomials given hy 
00 




h [Y,] = L h,JI., [1;]. ( G I) 
Tlw CO''aTiaJJcc bctwcm1 J [Y1] aJJd /1. [Y2], IISiiig (:HJ), is p;ive11 IJ,Y 
Cov [! [Yt], h [Y,]] = E [(.{ [YJ]- E [f [Yt]]) (h [1';]- E [h [\;]])). (li2) 
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I 
Using \.he llmmite (~xpan:-;ion of J Wd \V(! (::111 wriL(: 
f[Yt]-i<:[j[V1]J = ,t;,f,,/1,. [Yt[- I! [,t,J,,II,, [\'t]l hy ((iiJ) 
= = 
- L J,,l/,. [Ytl- L J,,E [if,. !Vtll 
00 
- L J,Ji,. [\'t]- fo by (1!J) 
= L J,.H, [Yt[ since liu [Yt] = l. 
rn=l 
Similarly1 using the Hermite expansion of h [Y2] we obtain 
h [Y,j - E [h [Y,IJ = L h,H, [Y,j. (64) 
11=1 
Combining (62), (63) and (64), the covariance between f [Yt[ and h [Y,J is given by 
Hence 
Coo If [Yt], h [Y,jj - E [(! [Yt]- E [f [Y11J) (h [Y2j- E [h [Y21J)j 
- E [ (~J,H,.[Yt]) (~h,H,[Y2j) l 
E [~ ~ f,.h,Hm [Yt] if, [Y,j] 
00 00 
- L L j,.h,E [Hm [Yt] fi, [Y,IJ 
m=ln=l 
00 00 
- L L f,,h,Coc [II,. [Y,J , H, [Y,IJ by (53) 
m=ln=l 
00 
- L J,h,Coc [if, [Yt], H, [Y2 1J by (53) 
u=l 
- L f,h, [Coc [Y,, Y,JJ" by (53). 
n=l 
C'ov [f [l't], h [Y2 1J = L .f,h, [C01> [Y1, Y2JJ". 
rJ:.-::1 
In particular iff= h we hnvc 




So t.hu c:ova.ria.nce of a fuuct.iou of t.hc randOIIJ varinbh~s call he expressed in u~nn:.:; 
of the covariance of !.he random vmia.ble1s LheJIIfH~lvcs. 
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2.3 The Random Function Model 
Gt)OSt-at.istics d1~als with Llu~ analysis of spatial data, t.!tat. is data wllf!rr~ \,r,tJJ !fJr:;t-
Liou and value me import.an1.. Often the problem is onr~ (Jf f!."itillmtinJ!, lliJ ;d,1.rihu1r~ 
z at. any uwmmp\ml location u iu the study n!gicm A. As tho attrilmtf! vHllH!S 
at the different. locations are not indepc.mde1JL we must defirw ft rnfJdd of sp;ll,i;d 
dependence over A. Any datum z (ua) is viewed as a partic:ular realisa.tion of tlH! 
random variable Z (uo), and any unknown aU.rihutr! valur: z (u) is rn()ddlc:d H.'i :1 
random variable Z (u) (Armstrong, 1998; Goovaerts, 19fJ7; .Journul & I-Iuijlm!gls, 
1978). The continuous random variable Z(u) is fully characterised by its currnllrl-
tive distribution function given by 
F(u;z) = P{Z(u) 5': z}. (07) 
\Ve define the random function { Z ( u) , 'v'u E A}, as the set of dependent ran-
dom variables defined over the study region A . .Just as a random variahle Z (u) is 
characterised by its cumulative distribution function, a random function is charac-
terised by the set of all its multivariate cumulative distribution functions for any 
number N, and choice of the N locations uk, k = 1, ... , N : 
The set of all such N-variatc cumulative distribution funct.ions, for any positive 
integer Nand for any choice of the locatious uk, constitnte..s the joint distribution 
function of the random function Z (u). Iu practice, t.he joint distribution fnnction 
is not known, but the first two moments of the distrilmtion arc sun1cient. t.o provide 
an acceptable approximate solution. 
It is often a!'isumed that t.hc attribute under considemtion is spalinlly homngt'-
neous across t.he study region. The nt11dom fuJldimJ { Z ( u) , u E A} is sai(l t.o best n-
t.ionary wit.hi11 UH) field!\ if it.s N-varial.t! cl\tnulntivc dist.rilHJtion fmwt.i011 is involri-
illll. under <l.ll,Y tn1JJH!ation of theN vL'dms uk for any N. Thi,..., means t.hat. nny lwll 
v<>ctursofrandolll vnriabb {Z(u 1), ... ,X(uN)} and {X(u 1 +h), ... ,Z(u,v+h)} 
have !.he same N-variat.t~ <:llll\1\lat.ive dist.ribut.ion !i111dion whn\.(~wr Llw t.rnnslat.itlll 
21i 
Vt!ci.Or It : 
V IIJ, ... ,UN itJid h. 
111 practice, we umk(' t.IH\ n~~UJIIJlt.ion uf l-ir~r:tJ!Jt!-IJI"fll~r l-i1.itLirJJJitri1y rltll" ritJJI[It/JJ 
functiou Z (u), which snys tha!. thl! t!XJH!dr:d valtlf! H [X (u)]I!Xis1:-, itJid j:-, iJJ\';tri;trt1 
wit:ltitt Jl (doe.<; 110L depend 011 u) and !.It<! two-point crJV:triitrlCI! t:xist:-. <tlld dr:pr•nd:-. 
only 011 the separation vedur h : 
E'[Z(u)] = E'[Z(u+h)[ 
C'o11 [Z (u), Z (u +h)[= C (h) 
(70) 
(71) 
where C (h) is called the covariance function. Since tl1c asstJJIIJll ir HI rJf sr!cr,ttd-rmh:r 
stationarity docs not always hold in practice~ we make ! he \\'r!ctk<'r a.'iSilllJpt irJll 1Jf 
intrinsic statiouarity, which says that the increttlmtt s of tlw rmtdoJJJ flllwt i()JJ Z ( u) 
are second-order stationary: 
E [Z (u)- Z (u +h)]= 0 
Var [Z (u)- Z (u +h)[= 2·1 (h) 
(72) 
( 73) 
where 2')' (h) is called the variogram function ami 1 (h) is called tiH~ sr:Ini\·ariognun 
function. 
The covariance function and semivariogram of n statinJtary rando111 fuuctiou. if 
they both exist, are rebted by 
/(h)= C' (0)- C' (h). (71) 
From the definition of the correlnt.ion coefficient in {3f:i) \\'t' ddiHP a not IH'r spatial 
measure known as tl1e corrclogrntii p (h) lly 
p (h)= Cov [Z (u), Z (u -1- h)[ 
Jv nr· [Z (u)] \for [7, (u + h)[ 
The corrclognun is related t.o t.lin covcniancu fuuc:t.iou and S(~l!li\·nriogrmn h_\" 
I C(h) 1(h) 
p ( •) = C (0) ~ I - C (II). (70) 
Using (48), the ,·ovarianc(~ fum:t.ion and corrdogran1 for the hi\·arin!t' si;J!~t!;ml 
llOI'lllnl pair (Z (u), Z (u +h)) are eq11nl: 
p(h) = C(h). (77) 
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2.3.1 Statistical Inference and Modelling 
13y virtue of (72) a.ud (7~3), the spatial continuity of 1u1 inLriusically statiunary 
random wu·iable mny be measured by thu smnivariognun, ~t(h). It is a HH!!t."itlre uf 
the dissimilarity of the attribute of interest between pairs of points. Tlw grr:<tLc;r 
the value of -y(h}, Lhc greater the dissimilarity of tile attrilml.f~ of interest bf:LwemJ 
the pairs of points. The scmivariogram is inferred from the salllple (experimental) 
semivariogram calculated by 
l N(h) 
')'(h)= 2N(h) ~[z(u,.)- z(u,. + h)] 2 (78) 
where z(ua) and z(ua+h} are the data values at location::; U 0 and u(i+h respectively 
and N(h} is the number of pairs of data locations separated by vector h. 
The experimental semivariogram provides a set of cxperiment.al values ~(h) for a 
finite number of lags, hktk = 1, ···:]{and directions. A model (continuow> func:tion) 
must be fitted to these experimental values so as to deduce semivariogram values for 
any possible lag h required and to smooth out sample fluctuations. Not all f unctious 
can be valid semivariogram models. A permissable function must. be conditionally 
negative definite to ensure the non-negativity of the variance (Goovaerts, 1997). 
To ensure the permissibility of a semivariogram model and thereby avoid Jw,·ing to 
test the permissibility of a scmivariogram model after its coust.mct.ion. a common 
practice consists of using only linear combinations of basic lllodcls I hat are known 
to be permissible (Goovaerts, 1997). 
The basic scmivariogram models used in this study, which arc frequent!~· used 
basic models, are the nugget effect., spherical and cx{H..1lWIII inlmoclcls. These models 
are all bounded, and therefore a sill is actually or pmct.ically reached at a di;.;tnnct' n 
referred to as the range. The tmgget. effect. reaches its ;.;ill as ;.;non as the lng spacing 
is greater than ~cro and t.hc spherical model reiH:hes its sill at. dist.ance a. Thl' 
exponential model reachc."i it.s sill asympt.ot.ic:all.Y aud 1 he distant:<' r1. at which 057t- lll" 
the sill is reached is known a .. <; the pract.ical range. If t lH~ s<~Jnivariogram is c!L~p\~11\lcnt 
on distance only it. is called hmtropic, otherwise it is said tn hP anisot.ropir. Tlw 
t.!Jree basic models given in their isot.ropic form (dnp<)lHieut. ou dist.au\'e h = I hi) 
with sill staudardised to one are 
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1. Nugget enCet modd 
2. Spherical model 











g(h) = 1- cxp ( -'~'), h 2: 0 
Attributes often exhibit patterns of spatial variability with changing direction 
which is known as anisotropy. Anisotropy may be detected if experimental sernivar-
iograms are calculated separately in different dirccLi(mS. If the directional semivar-
iograms have the same shape and sill but the range varies smoothly, the anisotropy 
is said to be geometric. If the directional semivariograrn.s have different sills t be 
anisotropy is said to be zonal. If anisotropy is evident. in the experimental scmi-
variograms, then an anisotropic semivariogram model must be fitted (Armstrong, 
1998; Goovaerts, 1997). Modelling anisotropy calls for functions that depend on 
the vector h rather than on the distance h = I hi only. 
2.4 Kriging 
The specification of a model of spatial dependence enables t.he estimation of lit-
tribute values at unsampled locations. A family of least.-squarcs linear regression 
algorithms known as kriging algorithms cnn be used t-o facilitate cst.ima!-iou oft hl' 
continuous attribute of interest. This project focuses on met.hods accounting for 
data related solely to the continuous att.ributc being mcasmed, t.hough it :-;hnuld 
be mentioned that. there arc kriging algorithms for iJJcorporat.ing s<~cowbry i11fm-
mation (Goovaerts,1997), 
Kriging is the name coined by the French ma.t.lwuw.t.icia.n r..•Iat.hcrou, itl n'cng-
nition of South African mining engineer Da.nie 1\rige, for hin pioneming work u:-;ing 
linear regression methocb for resource e..'iLimn.t.ion ( Krig<~, I 951). The \.l~nu krig-
ing is conHnonly u.scd Lo dcsc:ribc \.he family of gcucralised least.-square:::; regn)s:->iun 
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algoritlum; resulting in cstinta.ton; of the fonn 
71(11) 
Z'(u) = L-',.Z(u,.) (7!J) 
n""l 
where z•(u) is the random variable of t.!te estimated v<~.lue 1 Z(un) iH Uw random 
variable at the sample location Un 1 An is the weig!Jt assigned to the Hample valur: at 
location Un and n(u) is the number of sample data within a given neighbourhood 
lV(u) centred on u. The number of data involved in the e.'itimatifJlt as well a.<; tltf!ir 
weights may change from one location to another as only the n{u) data close.'il to 
the location u being estimat,cd are retained. 
The basic linear kriging estimator Z"(u) is defined an 
n(u) 
Z'(u) = m(u) + L A0 (u) [Z(u,)- m(u,)] (80) 
o=l 
where m(u) and m(ua) are the expected values of the random variablcR Z(u) and 
Z ( ua) respectively. Linear kriging met hods usc the modelled spatial corrclatirm 
function, estimated from the sample data, to a'isign weights. 
Kriging is a best linear unbiased esf.imation (BLUE) method. Au (>..st.imator is 
unbiased if 
E [Z'(u)- Z(u)] = 0. (81) 
The estimation or error variance is defined as 
rrj,(u) =liar [Z'(u)- Z(u)]. (82) 
The kriging estimator is ''best." in the sense that it !ws tninitmllll t~st.imat.ion \'nri~ 
ance, that is, the expected squared diHCrcnc:c bct,weun tht' cst.ima1.c z·(u) and tlH' 
true value Z(u) denoted by 
E[Z'(u) -- Z(u)J' ( 8:l) 
is the minimum over all possible li11ear est.iwators. 
2.4.1 Simple Kriging 
Si111ple Kriging will be unud within the method of Disjunct.ive Kriging Lobe) outlined 
later. In Simple Krigiug, the mcau is assumed to be kuuwu aud conr;t,rmt Lhrough()ut 
the study region: 
1n(u) = 1n, kuowu for all u EA. (81) 
Using (80) and (84) the Simple Kriging estimator is given by 
>l{U) 
Zsg(u) ~ m+ :L>.:J<(u)[Z(u,) -m] (So) 
u=l 
The Simple Kriging estimator is already unbia!'ied since the error mean is equal to 
zero. The n(u) optimal weights ,\~t< (u) are determined so as to minimise the error 
variance, which translates into solving the following system of n(u) equations: 
n(u) 
'\' SK 6.\~ (u)C(ua- ue) ~ C(u0 - u), o ~ 1, ... , n(u). (8G) 
!3=1 
The Simple Kriging variance is given by 
n(u) 
"k(u) ~ Var·[Zsg(u)- Z(u)] ~ C(O)- L..\~K(u)C(u"- u). (87) 
a=: I 
2.4.2 Ordinary Kriging 
The assumption of a known and constant mean throughout the study region is 
very strong and in most instance..:; not valid, Instead of Simple Kriging, Ordinary 
Kriging is often used, Ordinary Kriging account::; for local variation of t.he mean b,y 
limiting the domain of stationarity of the mean to the local neighbourhood H1{u) 
centered on the location u being estimated: 
m(u') = cousUmt but unknown for u' E W(u). (88) 
The linear estimator {80) is t.hen a. linear combiuation oft.lw n(u) randoJll variahJto;.; 
Z ( Un) and is given by 
n(u) [ "(") ] 
Z'(u) ~ ?;.\,(u)Z(u,) + I- _s.\,(u) 111(u). (8!1) 
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The unlmowu locallllenn m(u) is filtered frotH Llw litH~ar l.).o..;tinmtor by fnn:iltg LIH! 
kriging weight:; t.o SIBil to OIIC. 'I'IH! Ordiuary Kriging (!Sl.inmt.or z;)/((u) is thr~IJ 
writt.cn as a linear combination of ouly t.lu~ n(u) rawlom varinbh~s Z(u,.) : 
u(u} u(u) 
z,;1,(u) = I:>~K (u)Z(u,) with I>~; I< (u) = I. (DO) 
11 "' I o=l 
The n(u) weights /\~g {u) are determined so HR Lo tninirnisl! t.lH! error vanattcr! 
subject to Ute coudit.ion that the sum of the kriging weights equals one. This 
translates into solving the following system of n(u) + 1 equations: 
{ 
I:~~~ >.~K (u)C(u0 - ua) + Jloi<(u) = C(uo- u), 
I:~~~ >.~K ( u) = 1 
o=1, ... ,n(u) (91) 
where the )..°K arc the Ordinary Kriging weights and lloJ<(u) is the Lagrange mul-
tiplier associated with t.hc condition that the sum of the weights be one. Using (74), 
the Ordinary Kriging system may also be expressed in terms of the semivario~:,rram 
by 
n=l 1 ... 1 n(u) (92) 
Ordinary Kriging provide5 uot. only a least-squares estimate of the attribute 
but also the associated error \'ariancc. The minimum error variance of Ordinary 
Kriging is given by 
7! (II) 
<7~0"(u) = \far[Z()f1 (u)- Z(u)] = C(O)- L >.~"(u)C(uo- u) -l<o/C(u). (93) 
o,J 
The error variance is depcudent on bo\.h t.hc covariance lllodcl and t.hc data config,-
uration but is independent. of the dat.a values. AH the location u being cfit.inwtcd 
gets fmt.her away from <lat.a local-ions u," bot.lJ the covariance tcrlll C(un- u) and 
the kriging weight. . \~:I< { u) decn~a~P and hencr~ t.he kriging variance increases. 
Block Ordinary Kriging 
Tim development. of Uw Ordinnry Kriging nmt.hod t.lnts far lin:-> \men eoufined Ill 
the gonl of point. estimation. Oftt~n !.Itt~ t.arget. value i:; an estimate of t.he awragt' 
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valut~ of Lhe aLtribuLc over a bloek of HJWcilic dimell"limts. '1'\m litmarity of UH~ ( )nli-
n;ny Kriging algorithm allows din~ct. c~sLimation of linc~ar avr~ra~c~..,; of the~ at.Lrii!11Li~ 
z{u). The target of the block cstilllntion i:; the! average: value: of Lhn nttribnl.l: z(u) 
ow~1· a block 1' (u) centred 011 u with the bloek v:dw! z,.(u) ddinc:d a.s 
I' I N(") l 1 '\~ I z"(u) =- z(u )du'"' --;:;---( ) L, z(u;) 1/' v(u) U 1=1 (!11) 
where v( u) is a block of measure v centred aL u dit:icretiscd by tlw N ( u) point:; u: 
within the block. 
VVe denote the block random variable for 1) { u) hy Z,J ( u) and Lbr: crJrrcspond-
ing block estimator random variable by Z~(u). TheN (u) point values z{u~) arr~ 
estimated by means of 
n(u) 
Z'(u;) =I>~;' (u)Z(u,) (Q'j) 
using the point kriging system of type (91) and then averaged into an estimat c for 
the block value z"(u) given by 
l N(u) 
z;(u) = N (u) L Z'(u:J. 
I"" I 
(UG) 
If the point kriging is performed with the same n(u) data for all I1/ (u) point 
estimates, the point kriging system can be averaged into a single block kriging 
system. The block kriging estimator can then he written as 
n(u) 
z;(u) = L .\~,~' (u)Z(u") (97) 
rl=i 
where Aav(u) is the block kriging weight assigned to z(un)· The block OrclilliHY 
Kriging system is given by 
{ 
I:'(,~"/ >.g;( ( u)C( 110 - u~) + /J.,0 g( u) ~ Cou( U 0 , 1•( u)), 
'C'"(u) ,OK( ) _I 
L.....{J=I "'-[Jv U -
n = I, ... , o(u) 
(!J8) 
This system is identical to the point Ordinary Kriging sy*'t.l~lll of (91) exc<~pt (hill 
the point-to-point covaria.nee valueH C( u- U11 ) ha\'c lw<~tl mplrlt:l'd hy point-( o- hlu('k 
covariance valum C(un, v(u)) defined as 





;· C(un ·- u')llu'. 
1! , I!{ u) 
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This covariance is approxi111ated by the ariLhJJH~Lic avenJ.gl! of Lh{~ point supporL 
covariaucc.s dullned bet.we{!ll location U 0 aud thn N(u) points u~ discrdising i.l11! 
block v( u) : 
- I N~, I 
C(u,,·v(u))"' N(u) 8 C(u .. - u,). (Hill) 
Provided that the same n(u) data arc used for all N(u) point kriging Hyslmm; and 
for the block kriging system, each block kriging weight. is till! averagr: oft Ill! N(u) 
poiut kriging weights: 
N(u) 
>.o"(u) = _1_" >.OI<(u'). 
ov N(u) ~ o , 
1=1 
(!OJ) 
Thus the block kriging system yields an estimate identical to Lhat oht ained by 
averaging the N(u) point estimates zQg(uD: 
N(u) 
z;0 g(u) = N;u) L z0g(u:J. 
l=l 
( 1 02) 
The Block Ordinary Kriging variance is obtained by replacing poiut-to-point 
covariance values C(u- u0 ) by point-to-block covariance value.s C'( Ucu n( u)) in the 
equation for point Ordinary Kriging kriging variance (03): 
,.;EoK(u) = Var [Z;oi<(u)- Z(u)] 
n(u) 
C(v(u),v(u))- L>.~1'(u)C(u,, P(u)) -Jiog(u) 
a=l 
where the within block covariance is given by 
N(u) N(u) 
C(v(u),v(u)) = 1 2 L L C (u; -u;). (N(u)) i~I Fi 
2.4.3 Indicator Kriging 
(I 03) 
( IIH) 
Linear kriging methods an~ designed for !:lw est.imr1t.ion of til<~ ntt.ribu!.t' itst>lf. Tu 
this end, kriging mcthodH of \.he form (79) are approprint.e. Sumel illll'~ \\'t' llPt'd tn 
estimate, not. Ute attribuLt! itself, lmt one or more funct.ious of t.ht~ aU.ribu(\'. '!'his 
is where a.!Leruative methods, including Indicator 1\ri!-';ing aud Disjundivt· 1\ri).!,ill)!,. 
arc used. Indicator Kriging and Disjundivt~ 1\rigiug aw rdt~ITt~d \.o as nonliiH'ill' 
krigiug algorithms, but. are actually Jiuenr kriging algorit.lnrJH applied to spc~cilic 
nmilitiear trattsforrus of the origitml clrt!.n. 
Indicator Kriging interprets the coJJditional Clllntilat.ivu disLriiJut,i(JJJ fliJJelimJ 
F(u; zkl(n)) as the condit.ional expectation of an indicator random variable I (u; zk) 
given the sample data z(ut},z(u2), ... ,z(un): 
F(u; zk[(n)) = E [I (u; z,) jz(uJ), z(u,), ... , z(u,)] 
where the indicator random function is given by 
{ 
1, 
I (u; z,) = 
0, 
Z(u) :S zk 
Z(u) > z, 
(105) 
(lOG) 
The least squares estimate of the indicator i ( u; zk) is also tlw least square.<:; estimate 
of its conditional estimation. Thus the conditional cumulative distribution func~ 
tion value F( u; z! ( n)) can be obtained by kriging the unknown indicator random 
function I (u; Zk) using indicator transforms of the neighbouring informat:ion. The 
method of Indicator Kriging does not assume any particular shape or analytical 
expression for the conditional distribution F( u; zl ( n)). The conditional cumulative 
distribution function F(u; z[(n)) is modelled through a setoff( threshold values 
Zk discretising the range of z : 
F(u;z[(n)) = P{Z(u) :S z,j(n)), k=!, ... ,f(. (107) 
The J( conditional cumulative distribution function values are then interpolated 
within each class (zk! Zk+d and extrapolated beyond the two extreme threshold 
values z1 and ZJ<. 
The indicator approach begins with a selection of t.he lllllllber of t.hre.<illolds awl 
their values. Typically, the threshold values arc choseu :-:.udt t.haL Lhe range of z~ 
values is split into classes of approximately equal frequency. Critical Z-\'nlues ;m' 
identified as thresholds so that the conditional emmtlat.ive dit>t.rihution ftJnct.ion ctt 
these values will not have to be intcrpoht\.cd or ext.rapolat.ed la.t.er. rvlore tlm~shold 
values arc chosen within the part of the disLributiou that is of greatest. iut.eres\. The 
rule of Lhurnb iH LhaL at least five t.hrc.-,holds should be ehoscn in order to providP 
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a reasonable discret.i:.;aiiou of the local di:.;t.ribution but Lim JIIHHlwr of LlireslJolds 
should not exceed fifteen to alleviate COI!lpul.at.iou and infmmJcc~ efforts. 
Once the !(thresholds have bceu choscll, each datuJJJ z(u,.) is coded iJJI.o a 
vector of J( cumulative probabilitic.<; of the type 
P{Z(u) :S z•l specific local informational u) k = 1, ... ,1<. (IIJS) 
This discrete cumulative distribution fuuct.ion rcprc.<;c!JLS the loc:al infonnatirm 
about the z-value at u prior to any correction or updating bru;ed on ucigiJbour-
ing data. Since there is no uncertainty about z(ua) the local prior probabilitif~'i are 





z(u) :S Zk 
z(u) > Zk 
k=1, ... ,K. (109) 
The objective is to evaluate at any location u the set of I< c:ondit.ional curnulaLive 
distribution function values or posterior probabilities defined by 
F(u; zkl(n)) = 1' {Z(u) :S zkiZ(ur) = z(ur), Z(u,) = z(u,), ... , Z(un) = z(un)}, 
k = 1, ... ,K (110) 
where u1 , u2 , ... , Un are the data locations in the search neighbourhood \V(u). The 
point kriging estimate of i (u; Zk) is used as a model for the ccmditioual cumulative 
distribution function value of z(u) at the particular threshold value zk: 
[F(u; z•l(n)JI' = [i (u; z.)l;,,!l. ( 111) 
Each conditional cumulative distribut;ion function value is derived as a linear COlli-
bination of neighbouring indicator data, using a linear kriging algorithm such a:-; 
Simple Kriging or Ordinary Kriging. This requires the solnt.ion off{ kriging sys~ 
tems, one for each threshold value Zk, at any location u. 
ln order to c.<;tirnat.e the indicator value ·i (ui zk), t.lw liucnr l'St.iJilnt.or nf (80) 
can Uc expressed in terms of indicator raudom variables ns 
n(u) 
II(u;z,)l' = E[!(u;zk)l+ L,\,(u;z,)[J(u,;z,)- Ell(u,;zk)ll (112) 
a:=: I 
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where >.,1 (u; zk) i:-; the wdg;ht a.'iHigJHJd Lo ·i (ur~; zk) int<~rprnted fl:-i It rcaliHatiou of 
tho indicator random function I (u,; Zk). 'l'wo forrnH of Indicator Kriging are diH-
tinguishcd, depending; on whether or not the indicator mean iH conHidr.red consl.ant. 
within the study area. 
Simple Indicator Kriging con.siders the indicator rncau kuown and eonstanl. 
throughout the .study area: 
E [I (u; Zk)[ = F (zk), known for all u. (113) 
The Indicator Kriging estimator ( 112) becomes 
11( II) 
[F(u; zk[(n))];11, =[I (u; zk)]~I< = L:>~J< (u; zk) I (u,; zk) + .>-;~' (u; z,) F (zk) 
0:=\ 
where the weight of the mean is defined as 
n(u) 
,sJ< ( .. ) _ '\' ,sJ< ( . ) Am ll, Zk - 1 - L A0 ll, Zk . 
a== 1 
(115) 
The Simple Indicator Kriging weights arc provided by a kriging system of the 
form (86) where the covariance function C(h) has been replaced by the covariance 
function of I(u;zk) denoted C1(h; zk): 
n(u) L !.%1< (u; zk) C1(u, - ua; zk) = C1(u, - u; zk), a= I, ... , n(u). (116) 
,ll=l 
Ordinary Indicator Kriging a\lo\\'s one to account for local fluctuations of the 
indicator mean by limit-.ing the domain of stationarity of that mean to a local 
neighbourhood W(u): 
E[I(u';zk)[ =constant but unknown, u' E W(u). (117) 
The Indicator Kriging csLimat-or of ( 112) becomes 
n(u) 
[F(u; zki(u))]:,11, =[I (u; z,JJ;JI, = L .\~K (u; zk) I (un; zc) ( 118) 
where th£J Ordinary Indicator Kriging wdght.s nre g;iv<m hy a kriging system of t.hc 
form (01) with C(h) replaced by C1(h; zk) : 
{ Lp~'/ !.W' (u; zk) Ci(un- uo; zk) + p01,(u; zk) = C1(un- u; zk), 'C'n(n) ,OK ( ) I 
L.r{J:=:I Afl Uj Zk = 
n=1, ... 1 n(u) 
(I LD) 
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Correcting for Order Hclution Deviations 
At. any location '11 1 each est;iJuated posterior pro\Jabilit.y [Ji'(u;zk[(u))r Jnllst. lie: 
in t.hc interval [0 1 1] and t.hn series of such J( eHI,iumU~-; ruw;L be a norHic~ercasiug 
fundion of the threshold valnc Zk ; 
[P(u; z,j(n))]' E [0, I] 
[F(u; z,j(n))]' < [P(u; z,,j(n))j' 
(120) 
(121) 
The common practice is t.o correct for order relation dcviat.iom; aft.cr the csLirnat.ion 
of the [F(u; zk[(n))r probabilities. 1b do S01 Lhe original series of conditional cumu-
lative distribution function values {[F(u; z,j(n))]', k = 1, ... , K) must be corrected 
to a new set of posterior probabilities {[F(u; z,j(n))] .. , k = 1, ... ,I<) honouring the 
two order relations (120) and (121). A common algorithm implemented for this 
purpose, including in both the GSLIB and ISATIS software packages: consists of 
averaging the results of an upward and downward correction of conditional cumu-
lative distribution function values (Bleines et al, 2000; Deutsch & Journel, 1998; 
Goovaerts, 1997). 
Change of Support in Indicator Kriging 
Indicator Kriging estimates of I (u; Zk) have thus far been confined to the goal 
of point estimation using point data, referred t:o as point support. As mentioned 
previously, the target may be an estimate over a block of gi\·~n dimensions. In 
terms of Indicator Kriging this rcfcr3 to modelling the block conditional cumula-
tive distribution function Fv(u; zk[(n)) using the block iudicator variable iu (u; ZJ....) 
defined as 
. { I, 
'1. 11 (u; zk) = 
0, 
( 122) 
z,(u) > Zk 
As block data do uot exist, the block conditional eumulat.ivc clist.ribut.ion funcl.ion 
must be modelled from the known point dat.n. The indicator variable i (u; z) i:-; n 
non-linear transform of the original variable z(u) and therefore the block indicnt.ur 
iv (u; zk) is not a linear average of t.he point indica.Lor.s 7. (u; zk). As a. consCCjllCIIC() 1 
we cannot derive t.he block co11ditional c:umulnUvn dh;trilmt.ion funcLiou hy aver-
aging a series of poiut. e:;tiJHat.cs. To ovmco111e t.his problem, wt~ neck t.o nmlw 
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est.iumt.es for n large block V(u) eentred on u, referred to as a. panel, IJy rh!rivilq~ 
an estimate at Lim centre of the panel of t.lm proportion of blocks in t.lw pnnc:l :dJ(JVc: 
a given threshold on the basis of t.hc dist.ribuLion of the N('ll) :;mall(:r blor:ks v(u 1) 
of si\'.e ·v within the panel. Making an estimate IJH.'l(!d on the distribution rJf IJ!ocks 
withi11 t.hc region is known as block support., and v is called t.he support size!, w!JiciJ 
is the minimum block size on which a decision 111a,y be based. 1\ model is n:quirecl 
for the change from point support to block suppmL. 
The traditional approach to the change of support 111 Indicntor Kriv,ing ha.<.; 
been to apply a variance correction factor on a global ba<:iis to the point Indicat.nr 
Kriging estimates. The most widely used technique for achieving this iu practic;d 
applications of Indicator Kriging is affine. correction, a simple fact.oriug of t.!Je point 
variance to estimate the theoretical block variance (Glacken & Blaekney, 1908). 
An affine transformation is used to reduce the variance of a distribution withonl 
changing its mean. Specifically the method transforms a value y of the poi11t 
distribution into a value y' of the block distribution using the following linear 
formula 
y'=.Ji(y-m)+m (123) 
where the mean of both distributiom ism, the variance of the original distribution 
is a 2 and the variance of the transformed distribution will be J a 2 (Isaaks & Sriv<lS-
tava, 1989; Journel & Huijbregts, 1978). This method presupposes that we luwc a 
variance correction factor f in mind. 
The variance correction factor f can be P..stimated based 011 assumptions about 
how the distribution of values changes aB their support ehnnges. Krige's nr~latinn­
ship (Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989) is defined by 
a2(y, il) = a2(u, v (u)) + a 2 (v ( u), A) ( 12 I) 
where a 2(v 1, v:!) is the variability of a region 11 1 within ;1 region v:! nnd l! n•fl~rs tn 
an arbitrary point in the block v (u). Equation (124) stntcs L\mt. t.he t.otnl \'aria ncr' 
of points within a ::;tucly region is equal to the sum of t.hc vnrimln~H of point vahu•s 
within blocks and the variance of bloek values within t-.lw st wly n~gion. Using 
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1\rige's RelaLionship the variaucc adju:;tment fador, from point suppCJr!. to block 
support., is the ratio of the block variauce to the~ point variance; 
o-2 (v (u), A) o-2 (g, v (u)) != =1- . 
o-2 (u, A) o-2 (!!_, A) ( 125) 
The value of a'l(!!, v (u)) is estimated by the average value of the variognun Jn(Jde! 
for the block 11 (u) obtained by discrctising the block v (u) into several points and 
calculating the average variogram value ::Y(v (u), v (u)) between all possib]£! pairs of 
points. In practice, the sernivariogram model of the raw variable is fitted with a sill 
equal to the variance of the sample values, and the sill of the vario1:,rram model for 
the study region A is the estimate of a2(!!.,A). This ensures that both a2 (!!, v (u)) 
and a 2 (!!, A} are estimated from the same semivariogram model. In this project, 
the value of'Y(v (u), v (u)) is obtained from the Gaussian Anamorphosis lv1odrlling 
process implemented in the ISATIS program. 
Point kriging estimates [I (u; z,)]" are made at the centre of the panels V (u) 
and then corrected to the panel estimate of the proportion of blucks in the panel 
below a threshold zk. The threshold value Zk for the point distribution is adjusted 
to that of the block distribution z~ using (123) and (125) whilsL the essociated 
probability remains the same: 
I N(") [ ] . N (v) ~I, (u1; z;) =[I (u; zk}]', z~ = Jf(zk- m) + m ( 126) 
where 111 ( ui; zk) is the indicator raudom variable of i 11 ( ui; zt} defined in ( 122). 
Estimating Panel Tonnage and Mean Attribute Value above a Threshold 
For the purposes of comparison of the different kriging methods in t!Ji::; project.. 
it was decided to focus on <" ... 9timates of the tonnage ancl average att.ribut.c value of 
each panel in the study region for specified thrcsl1olds. The pat1cl t.om1nge ']\ .. (u; :.:k) 
for a threshold Zk is the proport;ion of the blocks within that- pnuel that haw <Ill 
attribute value greater than the specified threshold (H.ivnirard, 199<1): 
l N(11) 




The average value /lily (u; zk) of the aUribuLe a.bov1: a t.hn!shold ZJ~ for a IJIHl!!l 
is given by (llivoirard, 19fH) 
( 12~) 
where Q\' (u; zk) is the quantity of attribute in a panel above a Lhmshold Zk defined 
by (llivoirard, 199~) 
1 
N(v} 
Qv (u; Zk) = N(,;j ~ Z,(u;) [1- l,(u;; zk)[. ( 12!J) 
2.4.4 Disjunctive Kriging 
The Disjunctive Kriging estimator is a kriging estimator of the form 
n(u) 
If [Z(u)[ r = L Aa [Z(ua)[ Z(ua) (130) 
o::l 
where A0 [Z(ua)[ denotes a kriging weight that depends on Z(u,). It must be noted 
that the particular case JIZ(u)[ = Z(u) means that Disjunctive Kriging can be 
used for estimating the variable Z(u) itself. The method of Disjunctive Kriging 
involves decomposing the function to be estimated into a I)Uil1 of uncorrelatcd 
components that can then be kriged separately, hence the term disjUJictive. 
Gaussian Disjunctive Kriging 
There are a number of different models available for use in Disjunctive Kriging. 
One of these is Gaussian Disjunctive Kriging (Chiles & Delfiner, 1999; Hivoiran\, 
1994) where the function to be estimated is expanded in terms of Hermite polynomi-
als. Gaussian Disjunctive Kriging presupposes that the variable Z(u) is uni\'ariHl<' 
normal and that. the variables (Z(u) 1 Z(u +h)) arc bivariate normal. In praclicP 
the variable studied, Z(u) 1 is rmcly normally dist:ribu\.ed and so a \.1'1\nsformnlion is 
required to convert; Z(u) to a standard normal (Gau.ssinu) rawlom variable Y(u). 
The function tl> that relates Z(u) a.nd Y(u) is called the anamorphosis function <lJH! 
we have Z(u) = <JJ [Y(u)] where <ll is \.he funct.ion t.bat nssoeint.es wi1.h each valw~ 
z of Z(u) the value y of Y(u) such \.ha.t the }'()Spective cumulat.ive probnhilit.i<'S an' 
equal: 
P {Z(u) S z} = P {Y(u) S y). ( 131) 
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The tram;fonned pam; (Y(u), V(u +h)) arc a.'iSIUIH!d LIJ IH: IJivariatc: sL1tnrlanl 
normal. The awuuorphosb function can then be exp1tndcxl in tenus of the Hermite! 
polyuomials ll; [Y ( u) [ by 
Z(u) = <!> [V(u)[ = L 1';fl, [Y(u)[ 
j=O 
where the coefficients ¢i of t;hc expansion arc given by (9) 
(<P, 11;) 1 1= '/2 if>; = 2 = tn= e-Y <P (y) II; (y) dy, [[H;II, v2rr -= j = 0,1 '2, ... 
In practice, the anamorphosis function is determined from the histot,rrarn of the 
raw variable. In this case the coefficients arc calculated as follows: 
¢ = { :L,,p,z;, 
' :L;~, (zi-1- z;) .};/fn-1 (y;) 9 (y;), 




Gaussian Disjunctive Kriging can be used to estimate any function that can be 
expressed as a series of Hermite polynomials. A functioll of t.hc attribute written 
in terms of the anamorphosis function can be expressed as a series of Hermite 
polynomials, namely 
f [Z(u)[ = f [1• [Y(u)[[ = L J,H, [Y(u)[ ( 135) 
j:=O 
where the fi's arc the coefficients determined usiug (9): 
(Jo<P II) 1 1= 'I !; = ' 2 ' = = e-Y '![<I> (y)[ 11, (y) dy, II H; II, v 21r -= j = 0, 1,2,... (136) 
As there is uo spatial correlation between Hcnuitc polynomials of difl{~rcnt 
order {53), Uw polynomials of (135) have only lo be krig(~cl :-~cparat.dy t.o give the 
Disjunctive! Kriging c.'itimat.or of t.hc unknown f [Z(u)]. Simple Kriging; is 11sed 
to krige the polynomials Hli t.he mean of the Hertnitt• polynomials is knuwn and 
constant (??). Tlw Di:.:;,iunc.t.ivc I<rigiug csLimat.or of t.he funet.iou is then p;iven hy 
[f[Z(u)[ 1;"' = L J, [II, [l'(u)[[~" (131) 
j=U 
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where [Hi [Y(u)JJ.:I\ is t.hn {~:;timatcd value of Hi [Y(u)] a.nJ is writtmJ as a weighLt!d 
sum of Hermite polynomials evaluated at. the snmple values: 
u(u) 
[ll; [Y(u)JJ~K = J:,>.,,H, [l'(u,)J. 
n=l 
The weights Aaj ;ue determined by solving a Silllple Kriging system of the form 
(86} where the covariance between the random variables at different locations has 
been replaced by t:hc covariance between the Herrnitc polynornialH of the random 
variables at the different locations: 
n(u) 
L >.gf' (u)Cov[H; [Y (uo)[, If; [Y (u~)ll 
P=l 
Cov[H; [Y (ua)[, H, [Y (u)JJ, 
o = 1, ... , n(u). (139) 
Using (53) and (70) the Simple Kriging system becomes 
n{u) L >.gr(u) [C(uo- u~)J; = [C(ua- uJF, a= 1, ... , n(u). (140) 
P=I 
As j increases, the kriging weights tend to zero and so the krigcd estimator of 
H; [Y(u)J at an unknown location rapidly tends to its mean (zero). Therefore in 
practice it is only necessary to krige a few polynomials to achieve the estimate. 
Change of Support in Disjunctive Kriging 
The target of estimation can he the block value of the attribute or a function 
of the attribute. As Disjunctive Kriging involves a non-linear transform of t.hc 
original variable, the block value caunot be obtained by averaging a serie:'l of point 
estimates. As in the ease for Indieat-or Kriging, cst.inml.eR are caknlatcd for I he 
panel V (u) based on bloc}<; support. v using a du.lllge-of-support. model t.o obt.ai11 
the block distribution from t.he known point distribution. 
The chcwgc-of-support !llndel emplnyed in Gaussian Disjunctive Kriging is known 
m:; the discrete Gaussian lllOdl~l. The support block sir;P 11 is ehosl~ll as t.he mininu1111 
size upon which decbions may he lm:-md. The posit.io11 of a sample in~ide a block 
is a.'iSIIIHed t.o be random. In pradin~, 11H1 samples are relocnt.ed t.o tlw ccnt.n~ nf 
the hloc.ks HO the block :;i:r,e is cho:-;(~11 such that. any giv{~ll hloek cout a ins at. 1\\tlSI 
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one sample. The location of a ~lll!tpln Z(u .. ) i~ ;u:tually at u., but i~ rdocat,(:d to 
ui, where u1 i::; Ute centre of the block v (u;) contaiuing til(~ sample. The Gau::;siau 
value Yv(u(,) is associated wit,lt each bind< value Zu(uo) in Llln same way thaL we 
associated a Gaus:-;iau equivalent. }"(u.,) with each sample value Z(ufi} using the 
anamorphosis fnncLion <1'. The block variable Z11 (u) is expre .. <;sed as a function <{l, 
of another standard normal variable Yu{ u) : 
( 141) 
In order to link the different blocks and samples we a.5sUJnc that any RCL of point 
Gaussian equivalents Y(u0 }, Y(u13), ... and of block Gaussian equivalents Yv(uaL 
Yv(uf3), .... is multivariate normal. 
Cartier's relation (llivoirard, 1994) 
E [Z(g)[Zv(u)[ = Zv(u) (142) 
where!! denotes a point located at random inside the block v(u), means that the 
expected value of the grade of a point chosen at random given the block grade is 
equal to the block grade. Using the Hermite expansion of Z(g) = <!> [Y(u)] given 
by (132) this relation can be written as 
Zv(u) - <!>, [Yv(u)[ 
E [<!> [Y(g)][l~.(u)[ 
E [tu rJJ/[1 [Y(u)[[Yv(u)] by (132) 
L ¢iE [H1 [Y(u)[[Y,(u)] 
j::=O 
- L 4>/"' f11 [Y,(u)] by (52) ( 143) 
j=O 
where r denotes the correlation cocfridmiL of the standard bivarintc normal pair 
(Y (!!), Yv( u)). Co!llpariup; !.his I-lcnnite polynmuia I expansion of the block nt.t.rilmt {' 
variable to LhaL of Ll1e poiJit nlt.ribut c vnriahlc ( 132), tlw illlHillorphosis codlicietii s 
for blocks is obtained by nmlt iplying t.lw cmTP.spouc\ing point. coeflkicnt.s t/JJ by rJ. 
Using (65} aud (OG), we obtai II for \.he point. awl block HIHUilOI'phosis runct.ions 
Z {u) = <I> [Y(u)] and Z11 {u) = tj'v [Yu(u)] 1 whose an<Hnorphm;b eodlicients a \I~ 
Cov [ Z ( u,) , Z ( ur,)] = I:;, </>j [G'ov [\' ( u,.), V ( UfJ) W 
Coil [Z ( u,) , Z" (up )J = I:;, r/>}·1 [Cov [V ( u,.), )~,( uo) IJ' ( H~) 
Cov [Z,(u,), Z,(up)] = I;;:, 1 4>jT'J [Cov [V,(u.,), V,(up)IJ' 
As the covariance het.woen any point chosen nt rnndom in It block with any 
other block or between any random point in onr! block with any randolll point in 
another block is just. the covariance between the two blocks, W<J may also write: 
Cov [Z (ua), Z"(up)] =Coil [Z (uo), Z (ur,)J = Cov JZ"(uo), Z,(up)j. (l~G) 
Using Coil [Y"(u0 ), Y,(u,.)] =VaT [V"(u,.)] = 1 and the results of (144) and (14G), 
we define the discrete Gaussian change-of-support model by 
Cou [Y(u,.), Y"(up)] = rCoil [Y,(u,), Y,(up)] 
{ 
r2Cov [V (u ) Y (u )J 
Cov [Y(u0 ), Y(up)j = " " ' " (J ' 
1, 
( 14G) 
This change-of-support model allows us to express the kriging system in terms of 
block values Yv(u) rather than point valuc..'l Y{u). The kriging system for the panel 
is then obtained from the block kriging system by replacing the block \·arinble Y:.{u) 
by the sum of the variables for each block within the given paucl. Estilllaics cnu 
then be made for each panel V(u) on the basis of the N(i') Slllnll<•r bloci<S l'(u,) of 
size 1J within the panel. 
The correlation coefficient 1' of the pair (Y ( u), )~, ( u)) is known as t l1e chmlge-of-
support coefficient and is determined by the prcviou::;\y dcfhwd 1\rigc's Helathmsllip 
(124). Using the variance of a function of the sL<llldnrclnorma\ variable ('Xpres~cd 
ill terms of Hermite polyumuials (59) where the c:ocfiidcnts of the hlock (~Xpnw.il111 
nrc given by ¢i1·i the variability of blocks wit.hin tlH· study rq!;ion cnn he writt·<'ll 
as 
" 
a 2 (v(u),/\) = \fm·[Z,(u)J = \lal'[•l•,.[\',.(u)JJ = L (4•;)' ,.';_ 11-17) 
J I 
As shown ill the section 011 Change or SIIJlporL ill ltH\it·at.or 1\.rigittg, a'l( ll( ll ), /\) ('1\11 
be calculat.ed from the estimated values of rr'l(u,v(u)) and n-2(u, A). 'l'h1~ !'hnngl'-
of-tmpport coeflicieut 1' can !.hen be dc!.enni11ed using ( 1,17). Note t.hat () S r :S I. 
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Estimating Panel Tonnage and Mean Attribute Value above a TIJrr~sltold 
Estimates of t.he tonnage Tv(u; zk) ami average aU.rilJ111.e value Mv(u; zh) for Uu~ 
given ent.ofr, defined previously in (127) all(! (128) rcspedively, am obtained for 
each panel V(u) ba . ..:;cd on block nupport v. 
The tonnage for a paucl'l\,(u; zk) (127) is ohtainml from the num of tlm Indi-
cator Functions of lihc block attribute value fv (ui; zk), whic:h, expressed in terms 
of Hermite polynomials, is given by 
oc 
I. (u; zk) =I. (u;yk) = L c;H1 [Y.(u)J ( 148) 
f:=O 




by (2), (20) and (22) 
( 149) 
where g(yk) and G(yk) arc defined previously by (43) aud (44) rcspccti,·cly. The 
Indicator Function {148) can then be written as 
The regularised variable 
(I o I ) 
can be e..'ilimat.ed without. having t.o es1.i111n\.e lu ( u 1 ; zk) for cnch hloek u ( u 1 ) by 
replacing the kriging nyst.t~lll for c~ach hlock 11 (u,) by t.lw sys\.mn for tilP pa11C'l 
V (u). The Simple I<riginp; sys\mu for \.he bloc\.: 'II (u1 ) is of t.lw t.ype (8G) oht.aint•d 
by replacing \.he point-to-point covariance VllhWH 011 \.he rip;ht. hand t-ddt• of (80) h.\" 
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t.he point.-to-b\oek covariance v;tlut!.-;: 
u(u) L Aji;"(u)Cov[fl; [Y (ua)[, II; [Y (up)JJ = C'ov[ll; [Y (u,.)J, 111 [Y, (u)J[, 
{J:= I 
n = l, ... , n(u). (Jo~) 
Using (53) we obtain 
n(u) 
L:>Ji;K ( u) [Cov[Y ( u,) , Y (up) IV - [Con[Y ( u,) , Y, ( u) IV , 
{.1=1 
n =I, ... ,n(u). 
Then by the discrete Gaussian model ( 140), the block kriging system can be written 
as 
n(u) 
' + '>"' ,.'i [Cov [l' (u ) l' (u )]]' ,., [C''o11 [l', (u~), l', (u)]]', Aoj L,. A~j u o , v p - ,. 
{.1=1 
~~" 
a=1, ... ,n(u). (154) 
The Simple Kriging system for the panel \1 (u) is then obtained by replacing the 
block variable Yv(u) by the sum of the variables for each block within the given 
panel: 
n{u) 




---o-(1 '>" (r' [CoP [l~. (u,), l~. (u,JIV), N 1:) L...t 
i=l 
n = l, ... ,n(u). ( 155) 
Using this kriging system the est.irnat.e of I he regulariscd variable is given by 
[ 
} N(v) ] ' oo 1 [ l N(L•) I" ] • 
N(v) ~I, (u;; zk) =G(yk)+ ~ v']!J(,lJk}fl; .. dilk] N(") ~ H1 [l ,.(u,)] 
f-1 /Jii J- J J-1 81\ 
( l5G) 
Therefore we only need l.o krigc N~ 1, 1 L,~~{;' 1 l/.! [Yv{u,)] directly for each pand. Tht' 
Disjunctive Kriging est.ituat.<! of t.IH! \.onnnge a hove a I hrcshold ZA· for <1 pmwl \.'( u ), 
using (127), is then giV()Jl by 
[7v(u;z,)J;,g = 1-C(yA) -- ~ ~.'l(m)ll, ,[y,j [N;,,) ~ H,[l',.(u,)jL, 
( 157) 
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The average attribute value a.hove a. threshold for a pan!!! (I :l~) is oiJt;linnd fnJJJI 
the tonnage and at.t.ribuLe quantity of tim panni. The a!.trilmte quantity (dt,(u; 1.JJ 
(129) for a panel is given by 
Qv (u; zk) = 
(lo8) 
which can be expressed in terms of Hermite Polynomials: 
= [ [ N(") ] Qv (u; zk) = ~ qi N(v) t; H; [Y"(u;)] ( 159) 
The coefficients qi of the Hermite expansion can be written as 
(!GO) 
Therefore the Disjunctive Kriging estimator of the panel attribute quantity is given 
by 
oo [ N ]' [Q1,(u; z,)]~" = ~ q; :, ~ H; [Y"(u;)] Sf( (161) 
using the Simple Kriging system of (155). Note that we only uccd to krigc the 
regularised variable j;r '2.:~ 1 Hi p~,(ui)] once to obtain the Disjunctive Krigiug es-
timator of any function of the regulariscd variable that we wish to estimate. Using 
the Disjum:tivc Kriging estimates of the panel attribute quantity and the pan('\ 
t.ormngc, the DisjnncLive Kriging estimate of Lhc average at.Lribute val uP for I hl' 
panel is given hy 
I I• [Qv(u; zk)];"' M1, (u; zk) "" = ['T ·( . , )]' . \· u, '-k /)I\ 
~8 
(ili2) 
3 Data Analysis 
Two suites of data were aualy:-;{~d i11 the connie of t.IJis projed for Ll1u purpose of <:Oitl-
paring the rc.."lulls from t.hn!c lllcthods of kriging t.o be r~xplorml, wunely OrdiJHJry 
Kriging1 Indicator Kriging ami Disjunctive Kriging. One data suite (Moi.<;Lv:re) i~ 
from the environmental science field and tlH! other ('lhw) iH frorn LIH~ mining fir~ld. 
3.1 Moisture Data Suite 
The Moisture data set is an exhaustive data set obtained by sequential Gaussian 
simulation of soil samples taken originally in an uucroppcd field in an invcstigati(Jil 
of soil salinity and acidity in the Jimperding Brook area in \Vcstcm Australi<-l 
(Bloom & Kentwell, 1999). The data comprise 3600 moisture measurements located 
on a 2-dimensional ::;quare grid of size GO metres by 60 metres with a grid spacing 
of 1.0 metre. A sample data set (Moi.sturclOO) consisting of 100 data poinlo chosen 
randomly from the exhaustive N!oisturc data set, was used for estimation. 
3.1.1 Statistical Description 
Descriptive statistics for the moisture variable from A1oislurc and Moisl.un~J 00 are 
shown in Table 1. These have similar means and standard deviation:;, hut the 
sample data have a noticeably higher minimum and a no~ iccably lower maximum 
than the exhaustive data. Except for skewness and kurtosis. Lhc sample dat-.n appear 
to reflect the summary statistics of the exhaustive data. Graphical suiiillu-lric~ of 
the two data sets are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The box plot of t.hc Aloislun: 
summary indicatPs the presence of multiple out.licrs, illclnding both extreme lo\\" 
and high values. These out,Jicrs arc most. likely a result t.hat. t.he data is simulall'd 
which may possibly be corrected by smoothing but thi:; will not. he undertakl~ll in 
this study. A few high valued out.licn:i arc alRo evident in Mois/.nre/00. A normal it.\' 
test of the Atfoistnn~ dat.a indica\.cs t.hat. t.\w dat.a me not normally diKt ril111h'd. 
with the skewnc.ss and kurtosis factors indicating: positive skmvm'SS. \\1 hil~t t lw 
normaliLy lest. of the Moisl.'l/.1'el00 dat.a indieat-es thnt. \.\w dntn are 1\HJst likd\' Wll 
. . 
normally dist.ributed 1 the Hlmwncss and kmt.nsis factors an~ Vl~ry Stllilll, indil'nt ing 
weak (po:;itive) skewness. 
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tnderson· Oa~ing Nonnality Test 
ASquared: 97.612 
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96 '4 Confidence Interval tor Sigma 
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Poderson-Da~ing Noomality Test 









1st Quartile 10.4137 
Median 11.4606 
3rd Quartile 12.4791 
Miximum 17.1393 
95 '1. Confidence Interval for M.J 
11.2480 11.9141 
g~ '1. Confidence Interval f or Sigma 
1.4736 1.9497 
95'1. Confidence Interval for Median 
10.9267 11.9277 
Figure 2: Graphical summary of Moistur-el 00. 
' 
The cumulative distribution functions of the exhaustive and sample moisture 
data are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. Inspection of the two graphs 
indicates that the Moistur-el 00 data are representative of the Moistur-e data. The 
cumtuative distribution function of the Moistur·el 00 data will be used in the Indi-
cator Kriging procedure to model the shape of the upper and lower tails beyond 























Figure 4: Cumulat ive distribution function from Moisturel 00. 
3 .1.2 Spatial Description 
Plots of the moisture values of Moisture and Moisturel 00 are shown in Figure 5. 
The sample data reflect the regions of high values in the lower half and regions of 
low values in the upper half evident in the map of the exhaustive moisture values. 
However they do not capture the region of high values along the upper edge of the 
Moist'ure map. Vymal inspection does not suggest any evidence of a nisotropy in 
either the sample or exhaustive data. 
Figure 5: Plots of moisture values from Moisture (left) and M oisturel 00 (right). 
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lu order to evaluate and compare the msults of the vario11s kriging procedun~s 1 
estimates of panel proportiow.; and mean vahws ai.Jov<~ giv<~ll thresholds w;Js ub-
taincd in each ca.·:;c~. The block support. si~e dJoscu wr1s I metre hy 1 lllr:Lm and 
the panel si\':e wa.<J chosen to be & metJT•Ac; by ,J I!Jet.m'i. The 1.hrnH!JrJids llsr:cl wen! 
the nine dccilcs 1 calculated usiug t.he c:onvcnt.ion of Isaaks & Sri va.<;t.ava (I fJ8D). 
The corresponding moisture values arc i:dwwn in Table 2. Proportions of the pand 
values above each threshold and the mcau panel vailw aiHJVf! the threshold W(:rc 
calculated for the 111oist.un~ data and arc shown iu Figure G and Figure 7 n~c;pr:c­
tively. If the proportion of the panel value.<; above the thrcs!Jold is \':Cro, thrm there 
is no corresponding mean panel value above the given threshold. This is iudicatf:d 
by a white panel on the map of the mean panel value above the thrnshold. 
Table 2: Indicator thresholds for Mrnstu:rdOO. 











Figure 6: Panel yroportions of moistme values from Moisture above specified 
thresholds. 
Figure 6 indicates that the panels in the upper half of the study region generally 
have a lower proportion of values greater than the threshold for all thresholds. The 
panels showing the greatest proportion of values exceeding the given threshold are 
concentrated in the lower left hand corner of the study region. This means that 
generally the moistme values in the upper half of the study region have lower values 
than those in the lower half with the highest moisture values located in the lower 
left hand corner. Figme 7 indicates similar regions of high and low moistme values. 
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F igure 7: Panel mean moistme values of Moistur-e above specified thresholds. 
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3.1.3 Variography 
Exploratory variography and variogram modelling were conducted on the sample 
moisture values of Moisturel 00 in order to apply the Ordinary Kriging, Indicator 
Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging procedures. 
3.1.3.1 Variography ofMoistm·e Values \ 
Exploratory variography was performed on the sample moisture values to develop 
a model for use in the Ordinary Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging methods. The 
variogram surface of the sample data is shown in Figure 8 and indicates that there 
is no anisotropy evident in the sample moisture values. Therefore, an isotropic 
model was developed. 
Moisture100 






















Figure 8: Variog;ram surface of Moisturel 00. (Lag spacing 6, Number of lags 7) 
Calculation of the change-of-support factor requues a semivariogram model 
with total sill equal to the variance of the sample moistme values. Fitting a model 
of this form to the experimental semivariogram was not obvious by visual inspection 
of the experimental semivariogram (solid black circles) in Figure 10 where the 
sample variance is indicated by the dashed line. It was necessary to investigate 
and infer the model parameters from other measures of spatial continuity. 
The covariance and correlogram models shown in Figure 9 indicate a model 
incorporating a nugget with a relative nugget effect of approximately 55% and 
two spherical structures at ranges 10 and 35 respectively. Using these models, an 
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isotropie se111iw:U'iogmm model wn.'i fit.t.1Jd with a uuggt!l. c:onstant and two spiH~r­
ical stmct.uren. The rdalivc nugget ell'ect. awl t.hc range.-; w;ed wen~ thc):-;c~ of 1.hc 
eovariaucc and corrclogram model:-;. The Hmnivariognun modc!l <tlid its prmunetcrs 
are Hhown in Figure 10 and 'Jhblc ;3 m'ipedively. 
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Figure 9: Covariance (left.) and correlogram (right) models of Moistur·eJOO. 
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Figure 10: Omnidirectional experimental Hmuivariogrmn and smuivariogram model 
of Moisl1l1'e100. (Lag spacing G, Number of lags H) 
:;7 
Table 3: Smnivariogram 111odel parmnd.ers for Moisf.u:rdOO. 
J:.;t Structure 2nd St.ruct.un~ ani Structure 
Type Nugget. S]>ILeric:al Splwricnl 
Range 10 :J" •) 
Sill l.G O.JG ].()~ 
3.1.3.2 Variography of Moisture Indicator Values 
The A1oistur-e100 data were coded into indicator variablc."l according to the thresh-
olds of Table 2 using the definition of i (u; zk) (109). Exploratory \'ariography w:Ls 
performed on the A1oisf.urc100 indicator data to develop a model for use in the 
Indicator Kriging method. 
The variogram surfaces of the A1oisture100 indicator data are shown in Figure 
11. They suggest the possibility of anisotropy in the 3rd, 4th, 7th and 8th decile 
cutoffs. The variogram surfaces in the 3rd and 4th cleciles suggest anisotropy with 
maximum spatial continuity parallel to the horizontal and those of the 7Lh and 8th 
deciles at an angle of 45° taken clockwise from the horizontal. The direction of min-
imum spatial continuity is perpendicular to that. of maximum spatial continuity. 
The presence of anisotropy was investigated via the directional scmivariograms in 
the directions of mm::imum and minimum spatial continuity and in the intermedi-
ate directions (directions halfway between tl1osc of 111aximum and miiiiinlmi SJ>a!ial 
continuity), standardised via the variance of the indicator data shown in Table '1. 
Superimposition of the experimental directional scmivariograms for the dccilcs indi-
cated previously with the relevant isotropic model derived from the omnidirect-ionnl 
experimental scmivariograms, as shown iu Figure A 1, Figure A2, Figure A a and 
Figure A4 respectively in Appemlix A, suggests that. the spatial variability can be 
adequately modelled using an isotropic model. The expcrimcutal omnidirectional 
standardised scrnivariogrn.ms for \.he A1o'ist:m'Cl00 indicator data and t.hl' 111odds 
fitted arc shown in Figure 1.2 and their parameters nre ont.limxl in Table [>. TlH~ 
model in each ccum has a nugget cousl;anl; and one expotH.mt.ial strue\ un'. Thl' Ut.h 
decile was not used as the cxperinmnt.nl semivnriogm111 was t.oo erratic. 
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Figure 11: Variogram surfaces of Moisture100 indicator data. (Lag spacing 6, 
Number of lags 7) 
Table 4: Variance of Moisturel 00 indicator data. 
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Figure 12: Omnidircctiolml experhm~IJt.al ~l)IIIivariogmtn a IHI se1nivariogran1 1\H)tld:-; 
of Mo·i.slu:reJOO indicator data. (Lag spadng (j, Lag lolt~ra\H't~ :3, Nullllwr of ia!-',s \J) 
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Table 5: Semivariognun mod{)] pa.ranwtt!rH for Moisl.nn~Jf)(J indicator data. 
Threshold SmJJivariog,raJJt Mc)ch!l 
ExpmJeJtt.ial StnJc:tJJre 
Decile Value Nugget Sill lt1wg,e 
1st 9.69 OAO 0.60 II 
2nd 10.21 0.55 0.'15 11 
3rd 10.02 O.G5 0.35 II 
4th 10.93 O.G5 0.35 17 
5th 11.45 0.65 0.3.5 17 
6th 11.94 0.70 0.30 21 
7th 12.37 0.75 0.25 30 
8th 12.85 0.50 0.50 30 
3.1.3.3 Variography of Block Gaussian Moisture Variable 
Disjunctive Kriging estimates for a panel requires a model of spatial dependence 
for the Gaussian variable Y, (u) (155). !SA TIS develops the block anamorpho-
sis for the chosen block support size v and then uses this t.o calculate a discretiscd 
semivariogram for Yv (u) from the semivariogram model of the point variable Z (u). 
The discretised semivariogram and the model fitted nrc shown in Figure 13 and the 
parameters for the model arc given in Table 6. The model has a nugget constant 
and one spherical structure. 
Table 6: Semivariogram model parameters bloek Gaus:-;ian moint.urc variable. 
1st Structmc 2nd Sl,ructurc 
Type N11gget. Spherical 
l{:tngc 34 
Sill 0.05 0.05 
(j[ 
Omnidirectional 
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Figure 13: Discretised semivariogram and scmivariogram model for block Gaussian 
moisture variable. 
3.1.4 Cross Validation 
Cross validation was performed on the MoisturelOO data to test the scmivariogram 
model and search parameters to be used for the kriging procedure. This procedure 
involves the removal of one datum at a time from the data set and rc-cstimation 
of this value from the remaining data. The interpolated val Uf'A'> can then be corn-
pared with the actual values. Cross validation was performed with the GSLIB 
program KT3D using the semivariogram model obtained previously (Table 3) for 
the MoisturelOO data and the parameter file {rdoistXV.par) shmvn ill Appendix 
C. Several search neighbourhoods were tested with no significant differeucc in their 
results, and the chosen search parameters are shown iu Table 7. Plots of t.hc ~am-
ple moisture values, the cross validat,ion estimates and the associated errors an' 
shown in Figure 14. Inspcct.ioll of the cross validation estimates indicates that tiH' 
kriging procedure and model used were very sueccflsful in reproducing t.hc snmpk 
rnoistmc values. Errors of large mngnit.udc were obtained for t.he extrcnH~ high 
and low values of the Moisl.ut·cJOO data and at. locations wlterc the moist.un' \'illiH' 
to be estimated was surrounded by a nurniJc-w of moistum values quit.t~ difl(~rPut 111 
magnitude. 
G2 
Table 7: Search parameters used for Cross Validation of Moistnr-el 00. 
r.tol5ture1 00 
Number of angular sectors 4 
Minimum number of samples used for ·la-iging a block 4 
Maximum number of samples used for kriging a block 16 
Maximum per sector 6 
Search radius 15 
Cross Va!Jdation: Moisture100 Cross Validation: Moisture100 
a moistum n moisture estimate ., Estimation Enor 
n 00 n 
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F igure 14: Moistnr-elOO data (left.) , cross validation estimates (centre) and estima-
tion errors (1-ight). 
Graphical analysis of the estimation errors is shown in the plots of Figure 15. 
The normal plot and histogram of the estimation errors demonstrate that the errors 
are approximately normally distributed. The ordered plot of the errors and the plot 
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Figure 15: Analysis of Cross Validation Errors for Moisturel 00. 
3.1.5 Ordinary Kriging Results 
Ordinary Kriging was performed on Moisture100 to obtain estimates for blocks of 
the previously defined support size of 1 metre by 1 metre. Kriging was performed 
with the GSLIB progTam KT3D using the semivariogram model of the Moisture100 
(Table 3) and the search parameters indicated previously for the cross validation 
procedure (Table 7). A block discretisation of 4 by 4 was used for each block. T he 
parameter file used (MoistOK.par) is shown in Appendix C. The Ordinary Kriging 
block estimates along with the exhaustive moisture values and the associated errors 
are shown in Figure 16. 
The Ordinary Kriging estimates highlight the smoothing nature of the kriging 
process. It is highly unlikely that any kriging process could reproduce the variability 
evident in the exhaustive moisture values. The estimation errors are much greater 
in magnitude than those observed for cross validation, most likely due to the more 
extreme values evident in the exhaustive moisture values than in the sample values. 
The largest errors correspond to the extreme high and low exhaustive moisture 
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Figure 16: Moisture values (left), Ordinary Kriging block estimates (centre) and 
estimation errors (right) . 
a re quite different in magnitude to the actual moisture value being estimated. 
For comparison with the results from other kriging processes , the Ordinary 
Kriging block estin1at es were converted into panel estimat es for the previously 
defined panel size of 5 metres by 5 metres. Maps of the panel proportions and 
mean values above the thresholds of Table 2 for the Ordinary Kriging estimates 
are shown in F igure 17 and Figure 18 respectively. 
The smoothing nature of Ordinary Kriging is evident in Figure 17 and Figure 
18. As the values of the block estimates within each panel are very similar, there 
is a high chance that the proportion above a given threshold will be equal to 
either extreme ofzero (all block estimates below threshold value) or one (all block 
estimates above threshold value). There is a clear boundary in the proportion 
maps separating the study region into two regions corresponding to panels with 
proportion zero and one. The boundary between the regions exhibits variability of 
proportions and corresponds to those panels that contain estimated block values 
very close to the threshold value of consideration. The proportion maps indicate 
that the panels in the lower half of the study region have higher values than those in 
the upper half, with the highest values being located in the lower left hand corner 
of the study region. These regions are consistent with the exhaustive moisture 
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Figure 17: Panel proportions of Moisture1 00 Ordinary Kriging block estimates 
above specified thresholds. 
The regions of low and high values indicated in Figure 18 are the same as those 
indicated by the proportion maps with the higher values being located in the lower 
half of the study area, in particular the lower left hand corner. As stated previously, 
the white squares correspond to the locations where the proportion of moisture 
estimates above the threshold is zero and hence there is no respective mean value 
above that threshold. T here are more missing values in the Ordinary Kriging mean 
value estimates than in the corresponding thresholds of the exhaustive moisture 
mean values (Figme 7) . Only two panels have proportions greater than zero for 
the highest threshold of t he Ordinary Kriging panel estimates. 
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Figure 18: Panel mean values of M oisturel 00 Ordinary Kriging block estimates 
above specified thresholds. 
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3.1.6 Indicator Kriging Result:; 
Indicator Kriging wm; pt~rfonucd 011 Moislnn~f(}U to obtain r:stinm1.r~s of the pro-
portion of the hloek vallieH wii,IIitl ead1 Jlillld l>dttg a l1ovc! a gi vr:JJ tbn:slH1ld at HI t.IH! 
mean value of the panel above that tltre:-;hold. Point. kriging was perfonrwd at thr: 
centres of the punch; of sir-e 5 metres by 5 111etres with tlw GSLIU prog;raBJ JI(:1U 
using the scmivmiognun models developed for the A1oi8l11.1'el00 indieator datrt (Ta-
ble 5). The point estimates were then adjusted to panel estimat.r:..':i tJsing t.hC! GSLI B 
program POSTIK and implementing the affiue corrcetiou method. The dnlilge-of-
support factor required by POSTIK was calculated using ( 12f>) and the parameters 
obtained by the Gaussian Anamorphosis Modelliug proccdmc of ISATIS. The pa-
rameters for the support correction are given in Table 8. The affine correction 
factor obtained was 0.413. It must be noted that when t.hc \'ariance adjustment 
factor is less than 0. 7, the indirect lognormal correction may be more appropriate 
than the affine correction (Isaaks & Srivastava: 1989, pp. 48G-7). llowe\·cr, for the 
plll'poses of this project only the affine correction was considered. 
Table 8: Affine support correction paramct.crs. 
Block si"e 1 x I 
Block discretisation t1 x 4 
Variograrn sill 2.781 
Gamma (v,v) 1.63:J 
Affine correction factor 0.413 
The search parameters used for the point Indicator Kriging process implemented 
in the IK3D program were the same ns those indicated for Ordilmry Kriging {11lhk 
7). The post processiug procedure implmucnt.cd in t.he POSTll\. program requin':-; 
the specification of the minimum and maxituHm moi:-;t.un~ valw's for t.he l~Xt rnpulll-
tion of the cumulative distribution funetion. It nbo n~quin':-; t.he ullHicls to he HSl'd 
for extrapolation below the first ea.lculntcd euHnlint.i\'(~ dist.riiHtt io11 fundiou vnl11<'. 
above the last calculated cumulative distribut i011 fllttd.iOJI val1re n11d bet.wectt <Ill.\' 
two cakulatcd cumulative distrilmti011 function vahws. Tlw::;(~ l!lodel~ ami !.lwir 
pnramet.cn; wnrc chuscll by CO!Ilpariug t./u: ClHHlllHI.ivt~ distributiou f111Jcl.ion fn1111 
Moistun:/00 (Fi~un~ tJ) with tlw l:tuttlil;tl.iv«~ tlistriiJlJLiiHJ ftJJH:I.iii!JtJf klliJWtl liJH~ilr, 
power and hyperbnli1: Jnodels (Coov:u~rl.s, HJU7, pp.'27q-H2). 'J'IJt! illi.I!J'IHJiatirm iJIJd 
ext.mpolat.iou tuodeh; awl parauJet.<:rs ns<:d in Llu~ I'OSTIJ< pP1gr:ur1 fill! givr:n in 
'ndJ!c U. The parameter fi11: used for till! puint kriging (rvtoistiK.par) and out: t:x;rJJJ .. 
pic of the JHU'HJllcler files used for the post. proen<;sing procedure (PfJst.M I J< I. par) 
are shown in Appendix C. The Indicator Krigiug ~~<;t.i111ates of thr: p:ull!l proportirJils 
and mean value..-; above t.he threnholdn of 'T'able 2 are shown in Figures 1!) and 20 
respectively. 
Table 9: Indicator Kriging post processing parameters for ldoistureJOO. 
?vfinimum value 0 
Ivia..ximum value 40 
Lower tail model Power 2.5 
Middle model Linear 
Upper tail model Hyperbolic 5.0 
The proportion maps of the lower thrf'.sholds display a boundary below which 
the panel proportions arc all zero. Similarly, the proportion lllaps of the higher 
thresholds display a boundary above which the panel proportions ;u·e all one. In 
the areas where the proportions are nol. exactly t~ero or one, Lhc maps show much 
more variability t.han wns evident in the Ordinary Kriging proport.iou 111aps. Like 
the proportion maps for the exhaustive moist:urc values {Figure G) and t.husc for 
the Ordinary Kriging estimates (Figure 17), the proportion !llaps for the Indicator 
Kriging estimates indicat.c that. the panels in Lhc lower half of t.hc s\.ucly region han' 
higher va.lucs than t.ho:;c in the upper Jmlf witlJ t.hc higltcst. values being located in 
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Figure 19: Indicator Kriging estimates fi·om Moistur-e100 of panel proportions 
above specified thresholds. 
Figure 20 indicates the same regions of high and low moisture values as Figure 
19, which is consistent with the exhaustive values (Figure 5). The lower mean values 
of the Indicator Kriging estimates, located in the upper half of the study region, 
are generally lower than those of the exhaustive values. Similarly, the higher mean 
values of the Indicator Kriging estimates in the lower half of the study region are 
generally higher than those of the exhaustive values. This could be attributed to the 
extrapolation parameters used in the Indicator KI·iging post processing procedure. 
T here are more missing values in the Indicator Kriging mean value estimates than 
in the corresponding thresholds of the exhaustive moisture mean values (Figure 7) 
but fewer than those obtained fi·om the Ordinary Kriging procedure (Figure 18). 
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Figure 20: Indicator KI·iging estimates from Moisture100 of panel mean values 
above specified thresholds. 
As mentioned previously, since the affine correction factor used in this analysis 
was 0.413, there is reason to believe that the indirect lognormal conection method 
may have been more appropriate. This may account for the inability of the Indi-
cator KI·iging estimates to adequately capture the features of the actual moisture 
values. 
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3.1.7 Disjunctive Kriging llcsults 
Disjunctive Krigiug wns performed 011 Moislun:JOO llS!IJg the program ISATJS. 
Estimates of the proportion of 1 metre by 1 metre hlodui witllin a pam!l uf si~e ;) 
metres by 5 metres above a givcu Lhr<!.'ihold ami the mean value a hove that threshold 
for the panel were obtained. The Gaussian AnaJnorpho:;is Modelling proccdum of 
the ISATIS program was used to obtain the block correction factor for the dmngt 
of support. The parameters used for this proccdun! an~ given in Table 1.0. The 
block correction factor obtained was 0.048. 
Table 10: Gaussian anamorphosis modelling of Moislu-rcJOO. 
Number of Hermite polynomials 30 
Block size 1 x 1 
Block discretisation 1 x 1 
Variogram sill 2. 781 
Gamma (v,v) l.G33 
Block variance 1.14 7 
Block correction factor 0.618 
The block anamorphosis obtained was used to build a disc ret iscd semivariogram 
for the block Gaussian variable1 which was then modcllccl (Figure 13 1 Table G). Dis-
junctive Kriging was then performed using this semivariogram model and the search 
parameters indicated in Table 11, similar to those used in the Ordinary Kriging 
and Indicator Kriging procedures (Table 7). The Disjunctive Kriging estimates of 
the panel proportions and mean values above the specified thresholds (Table 2) are 
shown in Figure.<:> 21 and 22 rcspedivdy. 
Like the proportion maps for the lndicat.or 1\riging l's1.imat.cs, t hos1~ for t lw 
Disjunctive Kriging estimate.<:; display a. region where the panel proportions an• ·;,~~n1 
for Lhe lower thresholds, and for the higher t.hresltolds a n~giou wlwre t.ht: p:11wl 
proportions are ouc. fn the regions where the proportions lie he!.wt)lm ~~~ro nud oJH'. 
the nmps show much rnore variability t.lmn wa:; ~~vidunt. in t.he Ordinary 1\rigiug 
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Table 11: Scm·ch pm·;.unet.crH lliicd for Disjunctive J<riging of Mo£slnn:!OO. 
Number of kriged polyunmi1lls I 0 
Panel shm G x G 
Panel discrctisalion G x !J 
Number of angular sectors r1 
Minimum number per sector -1 
Optimum number per sector .S 
Search radius 15 
proportion maps but less variability than in those obtained from Indicator KrigiuP.,. 
Figure 21 indicates that the panels in the lower half of tim sl ud,Y region have higher 
values than those in the upper half with the highest values being located in t-IH; 
lower left hand corner of the study area. This is consistent with Uw exhaustive 
moisture values (Figure 5). 
The regions of low and high values indicated by Figure 22 are the same as those 
indicated by the Figure 21 and the actual moisture values. The Disjunctive Kriging 
mean panel values do not display the extreme low and high l!H'nn \·;:dues as shown 
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Figure 21: Disjunctive Kriging estimates from Moisturel 00 of panel proportions 
above specified thresholds . 
. · 
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F igure 22: Disjunctive Kriging est imat es from Moisturel 00 of panel mean values 
above specified thresholds. 
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3.1.8 Cmnparison of Krigiug Results 
Comparing the maps of the proportions and lllt~an vahm'"i of pauels ai)(Jve the SJl(!C-
ificd thresholds showH previously for the t.lu·nr! different kriging I!Jdhods and thosr~ 
of the exhaustive moisture values <~nab]es us to evaluaL<! and compare tilt! diff<!JUJt. 
kriging procedures. The proportion all(lll!e;m value maps of the three kriging rnd!J-
ods all correctly indicated the locations of low and high moisture vallm; cvidrn1t i11 
the Moishu-e data. 
The proportion maps of the Indicator Kriging and Disjunctive I< riging f.!.'1tinJates 
reflect the proportions evident for the Moisture values lllLhough the variability of 
the Indicator Kriging proportion cstimatr~s is much greater thall those oht.uincd 
using Disjunctive Kriging. Tlw Ordinary Kriging estimate:;; fail to reflect the extent 
of variability evident in the Jvfoisture proportions. It must he noted that t.lie 
proportions for the Ordinary Kriging method were derived from calculat.cd small 
block estimates whereas the other kriging methods involved a direct. estimate of 
the proportion itself. The Disjunctive Kriging pro port ion estimates appear to have 
captured the features of the A1oisture values most accurately of the kriging methods 
employed. 
The maps of mean values of all three kriging methods appear to reflect those of 
the Moisture mean values. All kriging methods display many more missillg \'alues 
than the actual moisture va.lues when~ the n~sociat.ed proportion above the thn\sh-
old is zero) with the Ordinary Kriging map showing the gTcat.cst number of missing 
values. The Ordinary Kriging est.imatcs :-how lower nwan values than Moi8(W'(' 
in the upper half of the study region corresponding to the nrea of low moistun~ 
values. The Indicator Kriging mean \·aliH~s display greater <~xt.rcme .. ;; of high and 
low values than is evident. in Moisture. Of t.lw t.hrl'e kriging mct-.!10ds cmplo.\'l'd. 
the Disjunctive Krigiug llleHJJ valll(~ est iJJllltPH npJwnr t.o rdlcct t l1e fc11t un':-; oft lw 
a.etunl moisture value:-; JtJost. acel!J'HLdy. 
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The mean square errors for the proportions and mean values above the spec-
ified thresholds were calculated for the three kriging methods. In the case of the 
mean values, only the panels where the proportion above the threshold was greater 
than zero were taken into account. Plots of the mean square errors for the panel 
proportions and panel mean values are shown in Figme 23. 
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Figmc 23: Mean square errors of panel proportions (left) and panel mean values 
(right) of moistme data . 
The mean square errors of the panel proportions are greater for the middle 
thresholds and lower for the extreme thr·esholds. The Disjunctive Kriging propor-
tion estimates hav~ t he lowest mean square error for every thr·eshold. This supports 
the previous observation that the Disjunctive Kriging proportion estimates appear 
to have captmed the features of t he Moisture proportions most accurately. The m-
dicator Kriging mean square errors are slightly greater than those of the Disjunctive 
Kriging estimates at all thresholds. The Ordinary Kriging estimates have signifi-
cantly higher mean square errors for the middle thresholds. The Indicator Kriging 
proportion estimates have the highest mean square error for the highest threshold 
and the two lowest thresholds whilst the Ordinary Kriging proportion estimates 
show the highest mean square error for the remaining thresholds. This is consistent 
with the observation that the Indicator Kriging estimates exhibit greater extreme 
values and the Ordinary Kriging block estimates within panels display significant 
smoothing. T he larger mean square errors of the Indicator Kriging estimates at 
the extreme thr·esholds may also be attributed to the affine correction procedure 
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implemented as it i~ often only considered ad(!quatf~ for cutof!S of iuLc!n.:.'iL dosr: !.rJ 
t.he mean {lsaakl:i & Sriva.stava.1 HJ89 1 p. 472). 
The Disjunctive Kriging mean valun e.st.iumtus have tiH! I(Jwe.•.;t mean square: 
error for the four lowest thresholds and the :-;econd highest threshold. Whilst. the 
Ordinary Kriging panel estimate...:; have the Jow(:st mmn square error for the fifLh 1 
sixth and seventh decilcs 1 inspection of the mean value maps indicate that for 
these thresholds the Disjunctive Kriging cstimaL<'.S have significantly fewer missing 
values and visually appear to reflect the mean vahm'> of Moisture more accurately. 
The Indicator Kriging mean value estimates have the highest mean square error 
for all thresholds except the median and the highest threshold: which supports 
the observation that the Indicator Kriging mean value c.stirnatc.s exhibit greater 
variability. The Ordinary Kriging estimatP..s have an extremely high mean square 
error for the highest thrcshold 1 which can be attributed to the inclusion of only 
two panel values for that threshold. The mean value estimates of all three kriging 
methods display a greater number of missing values than the Moistu1·c means, with 
the number of missing values significantly greater for the higher thre..<>holds. This 
contributes to the greater mean square errors evident. for all kriging methods at 
the higher thresholds. 
The various kriging results may also be compared by plotting the nveragc mean 
value above a threshold against the average proportion above that threshold, sho\\'n 
in Figure 24. Inspection of this plot indicates that all three kriging lllethods rc-
Hect the shape of the Moisture cmvc. All three kriging estimators arc reasonably 
accurate at the lower thresholds corresponding t.o high1~r proportions and lower 
mean values. The differences between t.he kriging results arc more pronounced nt. 
the higher thresholds. The Indicator Kriging method ovcrcst.imat.t~s t.he Moist.vn· 
values at the higher thresholds whilst. both t.he Ordinary Kriging and Disjune! iw 
Kriging methods underestimate at. the higher thresholds. It. must. he uot.Pd tlwt 
the average mean value for caeh thre.'lhold is c:akula!.ed usin~ mdy t host: pnncb 
where a valid estimate is obtained. Therefore, t.he mean values of the Ordinnry 
Kriging estimates arc cakulal:cd using significaut.ly fewer pnnul vahw;:; than t hns(' 
of t.hc other kriging estimates a.nd the adual moisture vnhws. In pnrt.icular. tlw 
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cmve of the Ordinary Kriging estimates deviates from the shape of the M oistur·e 
cmve quite dramatically at the highest threshold where only one panel is used to 
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Figure 24: Mean value above threshold versus proportion above threshold for Mois-
tur·e data and la:iging estimates. 
3.2 True Data Suite 
The True data set is a two-dimensional exhaustive reference data set included with 
the GSLIB software library (Deutsch & Jomnel, 1998). The data comprise 2500 
measmements located on a regular 50 mile by 50 mile grid with a grid spacing 
of 1 mile. T he True data set contains two variables , primary and secondary, but 
this project will be concerned only with the primary variable, whose values have 
been simulated to match a low nugget isotropic variogJ.·am and are highly positively 
skewed. They exhibit properties commonly associated with a gold mineralisation. 
Two sample data sets are also provided with the GSLIB software. The one used 
in this project for the pmpose of estimation is True97, a sample of 97 values on a 
pseudo-regular grid taken from the True data. 
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3.2.1 Statistical Description 
Descriptive statistics for t.he prilllary va.\ues of '/hw and 1hu:Y7 arc! sl1own in 
Table I 2. 'l'he two data sets have :;imilar JniuiJHlllll va]llc:i, bnt Lhr! J/l:JXillllltJJ 
of the sample data is eonsiderably lowm than that of the exhau:-;tiVI! data. Both 
data sets <.ll"C positively skcwetl ami display similar nH~IUJS, however thr! stand:ml 
deviation of the sample data is slight.ly lower than tlwt of the exhaustive! datn. 
Table 12: Descriptive statis!.ics for 7hw and 7hw97 primary wthW.'"i. 
True Truc97 
N 2500 97 
r.,,[ean 2.580 2.211 
Standard Deviation 5.152 3.191 
Skewness 6.836 3.063 
Kurtosis 81.598 11.550 
!Vlinirnum 0.010 0.060 
1st Quartile 0.340 0.3:35 
Median 0.960 1.020 
3rd Quartile 2.GGO 2.610 
ivfa.ximum 102.700 18.7GO 
Graphical summaries of t.hc two dat.a sct.s <lrc shown in Figure 25 and Figme 
26. The histograms and boxplol.s of both data sets indicate that. the dntn :m' 
positively skewed, which is supported by t.hdr significant. positive ske\\"ll(~~~ nnd 
kurtosis factors. 
The cuJnulativc dist.ribll.l ion functions frmn t.lw pnmary val uPs of '/h1r' a1Hl 
Tmc97 arc shown in Figurn 27 and Fig me 28 n~spC'c\ i\'cl.v. lnspt>ct.ion of tlH' I ,,.u 
graphs imlica.tes that the smnple dnt.a an~ represenlilt.iw of 1-lH! l~xhnusti\'t' datn. 
The cumulative dh.;t.rilmtion function fro111 the '/hu'i/7 dnt.a will In• ust'd in tlw 
I ndic:ator Kriging procedure to lll()(ld t.he sluqw of tht> !lppt1r and lm\'t~r 1 ail~ I H~_yond 
the estinmtcd values of Lhc Cllllllilnt.ivl~ dist.rilnJtiutl fill lei hlll. 
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95" Confidence llllerval for M.J 
2.378 2.782 
95" Confidence lrnerval for Sigma 
5.013 5.299 
95 't. Confidence llllerval for Median 
0.910 1.040 
Figme 25: Graphical summary of primary values of True data set. 
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Alderson-Darling Normality Test 
























95" Confidence llllerval for M.J 
1.5680 2.8543 
95 " Conf idence llllerval for Sigma 
2.7965 3.7162 
95" Confidence llllerval for Median 
0.8339 1.3800 
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Fig!m? 28: Cumulativ<) db-;Lribut.ion fuuc\.ion of priuwry values nf 'lhu:97 dat n sl't. 
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3.2.2 Spatial Description 
Plots of the True and True91 primary data are shown in Figme 29. The sample 
values reflect the regions of low values evident in the exhaustive data but do not 
appear to reflect all the regions of high values evident in the exhaustive data . In 
particular, they do not reflect the two regions of high primary values evident in 
the lower right hand corner of the exhaustive data and they do not adequately 
reflect the size of the high valued regions in the centre of the study region. Visual 
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Figure 29: Plots of primary values from True (left) and True91 (right). 
As previously shown for the Moisture data suite, estimates of panel proportions 
and mean values above given thresholds was obtained from each kriging procedme 
using the sample data as well as the corresponding values for the Tr·ue primary 
values. The block support size chosen for the primary values was 1 mile by 1 mile 
and the panel size chosen was 5 miles by 5 miles. The nine deciles were chosen as 
the thresholds, calculated using the convention of Isaaks & Srivastava (1989) and 
are shown in Table 13 along with the corresponding primary values. The panel 
proportions and mean values above given thresholds for the primary values of the 
exhaustive data are shown in Figme 30 and Figme 31 respectively. As indicated 
for the moisture values, where the proportion of the panel value being above the 
threshold is zero there is no corresponding mean value above the given tlu:eshold, 
indicated by a white panel on the map of the mean value above the threshold. 
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Table 13: lndicalor thresholds for 'Jhw.'J'l. 










Figure 30 indicates a region of high primary values covering the centre and right 
hand corner of the upper half of the study region evident by t.IJe higher propor! iom; 
in this region. There is a region of low primary values in LIJc upper lcfl baud 
corner and two or three regions of low primary values in t.hc lower half of the study 
region evident by the lower proportions in these regions. Figure 31 iudicatc.c.; similar 
regions of low primElry values evident by the blue panels in Lhc lower threshold<: 
and white panels in the upper thresholds. The large region of orange and/or red 
squares located iu the upper centre and right hand comer of the study region for 
all thresholds indicates the presence of high primary values. The regions of high 
and low primary values indicated by Figure 30 and Figure 31 arc rcflcet.cd in the 
map of the exhaustive primary data (Figure 20). 
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Exploratory variography and variogram modelling was conducted on the primary 
values of True91 in order to apply the same kriging _procedures as those indicated 
previously for the moisture data. 
3 .2.3.1 Variog-raphy of Primary Values 
Exploratory variogTaphy was performed on the True91 primary data to develop a 
model for use in the Ordinary Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging methods. The var-
iogram surface of the sample primary values is shown in Figure 32 and indicates 
















Figure 32: Variogiam surface of Primary values of True97 data set. (Lag spacing 
3, Number of lags 8) 
The covariance and correlogram models shown in Figure 33 were used to help 
infer the semivariogram model parameters. Both models had a small nugget with 
relative nugget effect of approximately 10% and two spherical structures at ranges 
7.5 and 20 respectively. The second spherical structure was not required for the 
semivariogram model as the total sill of the semivariogTam model was fitted to 
the sample variance, as required by the change-of-support factor calculation. The 
nugget fitted for the semivariogram model had a slightly greater relative nugget 
effect of 25%. The model fitted to the experimental semivariogram is shown in 
Figure 34 and the parameters for the model are given in Table 14. 
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Figure 34: Omnidirectional scmivariogram model for Tmc97 priltlary values. (Lng 
spacing 3, Lag tolerance 1.51 Number of lags 11) 
Table 14: Sc1nivariognun Jllodcl para1nd t'l':'i for ThwD'l. 
l:-;1. S1.nwt.ure 2nd SLrllcllln' 
Type Nuggt~1. S(llrt~ric:ll 
Ran~c /.fill 
Sill 2.70 7 .:r; 
HH 
3.2.3.2 Variography of Primary Indicator Values 
The 'J1ruc97 data were coded into indicator varirtblus using the d(~finition of 1: ( u; zk) 
(109) and the threshold value:-; of 'l~1blc 13. ~~~xploratory variography was perfonned 
on the Thw97 primary indicator values to develop a model for use in t!H~ Indicator 
Kriging mel:ltod. 
The variogram smface." of the Prinu-u-y indir:,_tt.or data of the True97 datr1 set are 
shown in Figure 35. Inspection of the variograrn surfaces suggests the possibility of 
anisotropy in the 4th, 5th and 6th decile.s. The variograrn surfaces of tbc 4th and 
6th deciles suggest anisotropy with maximum spatial continuity at au angle of 45o 
taken clockwise from thP horizontal and that. of the 5th decile at an augle of 30° 
taken clockwise from the horizontal. The direction of minimum spatial continuity is 
perpendicular to that of ma.ximum spatial continuity. The standardised directional 
semivariograms were calculated in the directions of maximum and minimum spatial 
continuity and in the intermediate directions for these dccilcs, standardised by 
dividing by the indicator data variallcc given in Table lS. 
Table 15: Variance of Tr1tc97 indicator data. 













Figure 35: Variogi·am smfaces of Primary indicator data of True9'l data set. (Lag 
spacing 3, Number of lags 6) 
The directional semivariogi·ams of the 4th, 5th and 6th deciles are shown in 
Appendix B by Figme Dl, Fig·me D2 and Figure D3 respectively, superimposed 
with the relevant isotropic model derived from the omnidirectional experimental 
semivariogi·ams. The isotropic model fits reasonably well to the directional semi-
variogi·ams which suggests that the spatial variability can be adequately modelled 
using an isotropic model. The isotropic models fitted to the experimental semivari-
ogi·ams have a nugget constant and one spherical structme. As the indicator semi-
variogi·ams for the 8th and 9th deciles were quite erratic, the parameters for their 
models were inferred from the corresponding correlogi·am models shown in Figure 
36. The experimental omnidirectional semivariogi·ams for the primary indicator 
data of True9'l and the isotropic models fitted to the experimental semivariog1·ams 
are shown in Figm·e 37 and the parameters for the model are given in Table 16. 
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Figure 36: Correlogram models for the 8th (left) and 9th (right) deciles of the 
True97 primary values. 
Table 16: Semivariogram model parameters for True97 indicator data. 
Threshold Semivariogram model 
Spherical Structure 
Decile Value Nugget Sill Range 
1st 0.15 0.10 0.90 7.50 
2nd 0.27 0.30 0.70 7.50 
3rd 0.45 0.30 0.70 7.50 
4th 0.83 0.35 0.65 7.50 
5th 1.02 0.35 0.65 9.50 
6th 1.:38 0.35 0.65 10.00 
7th 2.07 0.40 0.60 10.00 
8th 3.16 0.15 0.85 9.50 
9th 6.29 0.35 O.G5 8.00 
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fo'igme 37: Omnidirectimtnl Hetnivnriogrnms ntH! /ir~tnivaritJgrmtt tmHid~ of prittwr.\' 
indicator values of '/hu:Y7. (Lag spacing :_i, Lap; l.o\eratH'r~ l.[l, Numlwr nf lags II) 
U2 
3.2.3.3 Variography of Block Gaussian Primary Variable 
The ISATIS program wa;; u:-;ed i.o develop the hlod{ m1:unorphosis for tlu~ chosm1 
block :-;upport si~w v which was then used to calculate a discrdised Remiv:lriognu11 
for the block Gaus:;ian Yv (u} from the scmiv;u·iognuu model of the point variabl1! 
Z (u) as rcquin~cl to obtain Disjunctive Kriging estimates for a panel (1!)5}. Tb1! 
discrctised semivariognuu and the model fitted arc shown iu Figure :.38 and the 
parameters for the model arc given in Table 17. Thr~ motlcl ha:-; a nugget const<lllt 
and one. spherical structure. 
,.fi~D Omnidirectional 
't--- -- .. ' .......... . 
Figure 38: Discretised scmivariogram and semivm-iogrmn model for block Gal!ssian 
primary variable. 
Table 17: Semivariogratll model parameters for block Gal!ssian primary variable. 
bt. Structure 2nd Structure 
Type Nngge!. Spl!crical 
Hange 7 
Sill 0.(15 0.95 
3.2.4 Cross Validation 
Cross validatiou wn.<i performed 011 tile 'lhwrJ'l primary data to test tl1r~ Hl!llli-
variogram model and search parameters mmd for Uw kriging procc!dlll'l! aHrl wn.s 
performed usiug the GSLIB program KT3D. Tile nernivnriograrn IJJ(J(kl obtai1wd 
previously for the Thtc97 primary value.<; (Table 14) w<Js used and the JJal'fliiJeter 
file (TrueXV.par) is shown in Appendix C. Several ncan:h neighbourhood~ wr~n~ 
tested with no significaiJt difference in their rc~mlts 1 and the search paramct.en-; 
chosen are shown in Table 18. 
Table 18: Search parameters used for Cross Validation of 1hic97 prilllary data. 
Number of angular sectors 4 
Minimum number of samples used for kriging a block 4 
Maximum number of samples used for kriging a block 16 
Maximum per sector 6 
Search radius 15 
Plots of the True97 primary values 1 the cross validat.iou estimates and the as-
sociated errors are shown in Figure 39. Inspection of the cross validation C'~':itimntc.s 
indicates that the kriging procedure lws successfully reproduced t.hc key features of 
the sample primary v-alues. Inspection of t.hc map of errors indicates t.hut t.he ma-
jority of the errors arc between -1 and 1 in value as is demonst.ratcd by the large 
number of light orange and yellow squnrc.s present 011 t:hc error map. Errors of 
large magnitude correspond to locat.ion:-J of extreme high awl tnw Tru.c97 primary 
values or to locat;ions where the primary valt1c t.o be t~sLilllat.ed wa.o..; smroundt~d h.Y 
a number of valuf'.'l extremely different in magnitude. The grent.Ps(. neg-at in~ t'tTor 
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Figure 39: Primary values of True97, cross validation estimates and estimation 
errors. 
A graphical analysis of the estimation errors is shown in t he plots of Figw:e 
40. The normal plot. and histogram of the estimation errors show that the errors 
are not normally distributed. This can be attributed to the presence of errors 
of large magnitude, both positive and negative. The ordered plot of the errors 
and the plot of the errors versus the estimat es demonstrates clear evidence of a 
pattern or trend in the errors which can also be partially attributed to the errors 
of large magnitude, both positive and negative. Although there is clear evidence 
that the cross valida tion process has produced errors that are neither normally 
distributed nor devoid of patterns or trends, there is still reason to believe that 
the kriging process and model used is valid. This is evident from the ability of 
. 
the process to adequately captme the key featmes of the True97 primary values 
as shown in Figme 39. T he kriging process only fails to adequately reproduce 
the primary values of the True97 data set for locations where the sample primary 
value is smrounded by significantly different primary values , or where the sample 
primary value is exceptionally large. In the first case, reproduction of a value 
in a neighbomhood of significantly different values is impossible via the kriging 
process and in the second case, exceptionally large values are a direct result of the 
significant positive skewness of the data set. 
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Figme 40: Analysis of Cross Validation errors for True9'l primary data. 
3.2.5 Ordinary Kriging Results 
Ordinary Kriging was performed on the True9'l primary data to obtain estimates of 
1 mile by 1 mile blocks. Using the GSLIB progTam KT3D with the semivariogram 
model developed for the sample primary values (Table 14) and the search parame-
ters developed in the cross validation procedme (Table 18) kriging estimates were 
obtained. A block discretisation of 4 by 4 was used for each block. The parameter 
file used (TrueOK.par) is shown in Appendix C. The exhaustive primary values, 
Ordinary Kriging block estimates and estimation errors are shown in Figure 41. 
Ord nruy Kriging: True97 Ord nary Knginn: True97 
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Figw:e 41: True primary values (left), Ordinary Kriging block estimates (centre) 
and estimation errors (right). 
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The Ordinary Kriging m;t.i tnaLes of Llu! 1 >rinlrtry val1 ws rellc~d U II) re~~ion;.; r >f !1 iglt 
and low primary valuei:i evideut in t.he '/hw primary da,La. Tlu! srnoothin~~ twt.nn) 
of the higing process is evident in the Ordinmy Kriging block nstimates. A rangc~ 
of errors much greater iu wagniLude limn those evident in t.lte cross validation 
estimates is observed for the Ordinary Kriging estimates. The majority of l.IH~ 
errors w0re between the values of -2 ami 2. Like thr) cross validation procr)ss, 1ltc) 
greatest negative error value obtained wa.<; siguificmttly greater in magmtude titan 
the greatest positive error value. The errors of greatest magnitude wr:re obtained 
in the locations of high mmplc primary values. 
As outlined previously ior the moisture data, m order Lo make comparisons 
with estimates from the other kriging methods and with the exhaustive primary 
values, the Ordinary Kriging block estimates were converted into pa11el estimates. 
Proportions of blocks withiu panels abov(~ a given threshold and the mean value 
above that threshold for the previously defined panel size of 5 miles by 5 miles 
were calculated using the thresholds outlined previously (Table 13). ~vfaps of these 
values are shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43 respectively. 
Figure 42 displays many panels where the proportion of block values above 
the threshold is one for th8 lower thresholds and zero for the higher thresholds. 
This highlights the smor Lhing nature of the kriging process as blocks within a 
given panel display simi .ar values. Two or three distinct regions of higher valued 
primary values are ev1 lent in the lower half of the study region 1 and 011e rcgim1 
in the upper left; hand corner, evident from the lower proportions in t.hosc.~ regions. 
Similarly there is evidence of lower valued primary region~ in t.he upper right hand 
corner and along the lower left hand cdpp wit.h higher proportions in t.host~ n'ginn~ 
than in the rctit of t.he study region. These regions of high nnd low prinwr~· v:lltH'~ 
agree with the exlu1ust.ivc primary val1ws (Figure 'II). Situilar n'gimis of liig\1 rlllll 
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Figure 42: Panel proportions of True97 Ordinary Kriging block primary estimates 
above specified thresholds. 
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Figme 43: Panel mean values of True91 Ordinary Kriging block primary estimates 
above specified tl~resholds. 
3.2.6 Indicator Kriging Results 
Indicator Kriging was performed on the True91 primary values to obtain estimates 
of the proportion of a given panel of size 5 miles by 5 miles being above a given 
threshold and the mean value above that threshold. The GSLIB program IK3D 
was used to perform point kriging at the centres of the panels of size 5 miles by 
5 miles using the semiva.riogram models developed for the True indicator data 
(Table 16). The point estimates were then corrected to panel estimates accounting 
for change of support using POSTIK and implementing affine correction. The 
change-of-support factor was calculated using (125) and the parameters obtained 
in the Gaussian Anamorphosis Modelling procedme implemented using ISATIS. 
The support correction parameters are given in Table 19. The affine correct ion 
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factor obtained ww; 0.7tl5. 





Alliue correction faclor 
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The point Indicator Kriging process used the same search parameters as thosl! 
implemented in the Ordinary Kriging procedure (Table 18). The models lo br! 
used for extrapolation and interpolation of cumulative distribution function value.<; 
in the POSTIK program arc given in Table 20 and were chosen by comparing the 
cumulative distribution function of the sample primary data (Figure 28) with llie 
cumulative distribution function of known models (Goovaerts, 1997, pp.279-82). 
The parameter file used for the point kriging (TrueiK.par) and one example of the 
parameter files used for the post processing procedure (PostTIKl.par) nrc shown 
in Appendix C. 
The Indicator Kriging estimates of the proportion ami lllcan values above the 
thresholds are shown in Figure 44 and Figure 45 renpeclively. The proportion 
maps of the lower thresholds display a region where the panel proportions arc zero 
and for the higher thresholds a couple of regions where the pn11cl proport.ious arc 
one. Figure 44 indicates a region of high primary values in the upper right hand 
corner and along the lower left hand edge evident by the higher proportions in thPSt' 
regions. Two or three regions of lower valued primary values are evident. in t.hl' 
lower half as well as one region iu the upper h·rt- hnncl corucr by the eomparn!-ivPiy 
low proportions in these regions. Similnr regions of high and low priwnry values an• 
evident. in Figur~ 15. These rcgionH reflect. those evident. iii Lhl~ exhans\.iw prilnilr.Y 
values (Figure 29). There arc nignificnnt.ly fewer mi:.:;niug values in Lhe lndi{'a\ur 
Kriging mean value estitua.t.cs thn11 t.lm corn~sponding thresholds nf !.ht• Ordinnr.Y 
Krigi11g estittm\.es. 
lOll 
Table 20: Indicator Kriging post processing parameters for True97. 
Minimum value 0 
Maximum value 100 
Lower tail model Linear 
Middle model Linear 
Upper tail model Hyperbolic 3.0 
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Figure 44: Indicator Kriging estimates from True91 of panel proportions above 
specified thresholds. 
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Figure 45: Indicator Kriging estimates from True97 of panel mean values above 
specified thresholds. 
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3.2. 7 Disjunctive Kriging Results 
Dinjuw.:t.ivc Kriging was perforlllcd 011 L!JC 'flrud.J'l primary dnta UHing tlw pror~nuu 
ISATIS. E~>l-itnatcs were obtn itwd of Lite proportion of 1 It Iii(! !Jy l 1nile hlot:kH, wiLI1i r1 
a panel of ilmilcn by 5 Jllilcs, above a given threshold and Lite mrmn value u.lmvn tlm1. 
threshold for t.hc panel. The thresholds 11nm.l were the previously defiw:d fkr:ilr~s 
(Table 13). The first. step was to perform the Gausnian Anamorphosis Morlelliug 
in order to obt.aiu the block corrcet.ion factor for the ehauge of support. 'J'IH~ 
parameters used for this procedure arc outlined in Table 21. The h!rJck correcLirm 
factor obtained was 0.902. 
Table 21: Gaussian anamorphosis modelling of Tr1w.fJ'l primary data. 
Number of Hermite polynomials 30 
Block size lrn x lm 
Block discretisation 4 x 4 
Punctual variance (Anamorphosis) 9.94:3 
Variogram sill 10.070 
Gamma (v,v) 2.563 
Block variance 7.412 
Block correction factor 0.902 
The anamorphosis was used to build a sermvanogrmu model for the block 
Gaussian variable shown in Figure 38. The Disjunctive Krigiug was t.heu per-
formed using the scmivariogram model for the block Gaussian variable (Figure 38, 
Table 17) along with the search parameters inclicnt.cd iu Table 22, similar t.o tl1osc 
used in the Ordinary Kriging and Indicator Kriging procedures. 
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Table 22: Search parameters for Di:;jund.ivr! Krigiug of 'Jiru.d)"/ Primary val1ws. 
Number of kriged polymnnials I 0 
Panel si~e GuJ x Gm 
Panel discrctisaliou G x G 
Number of angular sectors t1 
Minimum number per sector t1 
Optimum number per scet.or B 
Search radius 1 [I 
Disjunctive Kriging estimates of the panel proportion:; and mean values ;d)(JVf! 
the specified thresholds arc shown in Figure 46 and Figure t17 re.<;pec:t.ively. These 
maps indicate regions of high primary values in the upper right. hand corner awl 
along the lower left hand edge and regions of lower valued primary values in tlw 
lower half and the upper left hand corner. These are consistent. with the exhaustive 
primary data {Figure 29). 
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Figure 46: Disjunctive Kriging est imates from True97 of panel proportions above 
specified thresholds. 
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Figure 47: Disjunctive Kriging estimates ti·om True97 of panel mean values above 
specified threshol<is. 
3 .2.8 Comparison of Kriging Results 
The proportion and mean value maps of the three kriging methods all correctly 
indicated the locations of low and high primary values evident in the exhaustive pri-
mary data. The proportion maps of the Indicator Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging 
estimates reflect the proportions evident for the exhaustive primary values whilst 
the proportion maps of the Ordinary Kriging estimates fail to reflect the extent of 
variability evident in the proportion map of the True primary data. Again it must 
be noted that the proportions for the Ordinary Kriging method were derived from 
calculated small block estimates unlike the other kriging methods which involved 
a direct estimate of·the proportion itself. The Indicator Kriging and Disjunctive 
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Kriging proportion estimates appear to have captured the features of the actual 
primary values quite similarly. 
The maps of mean values of all three kriging methods appear to reflect that of 
the actual primary values. The Indicator Kriging estimates show a similar number 
of missing values as the exhaustive primary values where the associated proportion 
above the thTeshold is zero, whereas the Ordinary Kriging estimates display many 
more missing values and the Disjunctive Kriging estimates show slightly less missing 
values. 
The mean square errors for the proportions and mean values above the specified 
thTeshold were calculated for each threshold. Panel mean values were only used 
where the panel proportion was greater than zero. Plots of the mean square errors 
for the panel proportions and panel mean values are shown in Figul"e 48. 
Panel Proportions (primtHY) Panel Mean Values(primaiY) 
0.16 ~ 111100 l I ~ - .~RlK ~*·==*'·---- ~........ ~0.12 w ~ 0.00 0.04 
o+-~-T~~T-~~~~ 1+-~-T~--~~~--~ 
123456789 1234 56789 
TRreshold Threshold 
Figure 48: Mean square errors of panel proportions (left) and panel mean values 
(right) of primary data. 
The mean square errors of the proportions are higher for the middle thresh-
olds. The Indicator Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging proportion estimates have 
very similar mean square errors for a ll thresholds. The Ordinary Kriging propor-
tion estimates have the highest mean square error for every threshold. In particular, 
the Ordinary Kriging proportion estimates are considerably higher than those of 
the Indicator Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging estimates for the middle thresholds. 
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The three kriging methods have very similar mean square errors for the mean 
value estimates of the lower thresholds. The mean square errors increase with 
increasing thresholds. For the higher thresholds the Ordinary Kriging mean value 
estimates have the highest mean square error and the Disjunctive Kriging mean 
value estimates have the lowest mean square error. 
Plots of the average mean value above a threshold against the average propor-
t ion above that threshold for the three kriging methods are shown in Figme 49. 
Observation of the plot indicates that all three kriging methods are reasonably ac-
curate at the lower tlu·esholds corresponding to the higher proportions and lower 
mean values. The differences between the kriging results is more pronounced at 
the higher tlu·esholds. All tlu·ee kriging methods underestimate the primary values 
at the higher thresholds, with the Ordinary Kriging results underestimating by a 
larger margin than the other kriging methods. It must be noted that the average 
mean value for each tlu·eshold is calculated using only those panels where a valid 
estimate was obtained. Therefore, the mean values of the Ordinary Kriging esti-
mates were calculated using significantly less panel values than those of the other 
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Figure 49: Mean value above tlu·eshold versus proportion above tlu·eshold for krig-
ing estimates and actual values of True data set. 
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4 Discussion and Conclusions 
Panel e.'it.imat.es Lased 011 the hlod(s within a pm1i!l can IH: obtaiiH!d cvc11 wiH~Il titl! 
available sample data refers t.o point data. Thi:-; i:-; achii!Ved l1y u:-;ing a c:hiHJgt!··fJf-
support model which adjusts the known point distrilmti(Jfl of v;dnl~<; tc; Uu! !.hr:-
oretical block distribution. The usc of change-of-support. models str:ms from t./11! 
inability of linear kriging lllclhods Lo produce :H:e1u·a.te estirnatt!s for blocks of 
larger size than U1C support of the available sarnplr! data. The! estirna1.t~<; tJ]JtaiHt!d 
for panels based on the linear PA<>timation of the block:-: within t!Ju panel h;,vt: very 
low precision. Nonlincm methods provide a solution to this pwblem by produc;ng 
estimates for collection of blocks (panels) 1 where tile point support sample dat.rl lw:-; 
been used to provide a model of the theoretical block spatial dcpcndem:c. lJJdicat.or 
Kriging and Disjunctive Krigiug are examples of such lllet.hocb, which apply linear 
estimation methods to nonlinear transforms of the variable of interest. 
Three kriging methods were investigated in the course of this project, namely 
Ordinary Kriging, Indicator Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging. The Disjunctive 
Kriging method was chosen as an application of an orthogonal family of functions 
known as the Hermite Polynomials. The more comu.only used methods of Ordinary 
Kriging and Indicator Kriging were chosen as methods of comparison. 
Two suites of data were used for the purposes of analysis in this project. The 
moisture data originated from soil measurements and showed weak positive skew-
ness. The primary data were simulated gold mineralisation valur!S that. were highly 
positively skewed. The data suites comprise sample data used in the estimation 
process for each kriging procedure, together with exhaustive dat.a used for t.he pur-
pose of comparison of these kriging procedures. I3oLh sct.s of sample dntn were 
reprc..scntative of their corresponding exhausli\'c dat.a. 
The results obtained from the three kriging proccdnrc~s w1~rc Pst.imat.1~s of t.lw 
proportion of values above a threshold, and the llH~Hll value a how t.hat. t.hn'shold for 
l;he pa.nels in the study region. ln t~ach cmm l".llC set. oft hrm;holds 1\St~d cnlllprised t.IH' 
niue decilcs of the sample values. The values of pand pro port ions and pand ll\ean 
value::; were directly estimated fro111 t.he Indicator 1\rigiu~ and Disjuuct.iw 1\rigin~ 
]()!) 
met. hods using change·of-support. models based CJJJ t.Jw distribution of nmallc!r blcwks 
within the panels. As Ordinary Krigiug CIUIIHJL d'~rive tltmm c!.'>timat.c~s clirm:L!y, 
Ordinary Kriging block c'Ht.itwtt.PA'-i for blocks of t.hu support. sil.e were: caic:tJlated 
and then converl.c!d into values of pauel proportions aud panel Jncan vallH!.'i in orrlc!r 
t.o provide comparative cst.imal.c.'i. The C!.'itilllal.es ()btaiw~d from Uw i.lm!r: ](riging 
methods for the moist.me and prinmry dat.a wcm! c:cmsisl.cmt with tlH! exlw.ust.ivc! 
values. However, !.he estimates obtained u!iing Ordinary Kriging Wl:rc! sig;nific;Jntly 
smoothed and this supports the usc of nonlinr~ar rnc~tbods such a.c.; Indicator Kriging 
and Disjunctive Kriging. 
The results were analysed in a number of way:-:;. The: maps of the panel pnJpor-
t.ions and panel mean values from each kriging method wen! compared visllally with 
one another and against the corresponding maps from the exhaustive data. The 
mean square errors of the estimated panel proportions and panel mean values from 
those of the exhaustive data were calculated for each of the kriging methods and 
compared. Plots of the average panel proportions versus the average panel mean 
values for each of the thresholds were constructed for the three kriging met hods 
and compared with the corresponding plots from the exhaustive value.<;. 
The Indicator Kriging change-of-support model implcmcnt.cd involved affine 
correction of the variance. However, it must. be noted that affine correction is a 
simplistic method of variance reduction. The rule oft humb is t l1a l affine correction 
is appropriate for factors greater than 0.7. The variance adjw'>t.Jllent. factor calcu-
lated for the moisture data was 0.413. For this reason the Indicator Kriging results 
for moisture need to be treated with caution. However, sill(:e t.he Indicator Krig;ing 
estimates for the moisture data adequately captured the features of t.he cxhaust.iw 
data and were comparable to the estimates from the other kriging met. hods, t hP 
usc of t.hc affine corrccLion appears to have been rcnsonn hie in t.his cnse. 
Comparisou of plots of the panel proportions and pand IHCII!l values nhm'(' 
a scric."i of thresholds indicnt.ed that. Lhosc obtained frolll lndicat.nr Kriging and 
Disjunct.ivc Kriging captmed t.he featmcs of t.he nxhm1sl.ive sets quit.P <H·cmnll'l,v. 
whilst. those of the Ordinary Kriging panel estimates failed t.o rdled t.lw (~xt.\'nt 
of variability nvideui. in the exhaustive dat.n. proport.iollS nwl nwn11 vahlPi-i. ,\:-; l lw 
ll () 
Ordinary Kriging block e~ti111aL<~s within a giv<~ll pa.JH:I di~plnyml little variability, 
the panel proportions obtained for each threshold w<:rc mostly onc:s or J~:nroc~s, high-
lighting the smoothing nature of t.he krigiu1~ pror:c~ns. Thr~ Indic:al,or J\rig,in1~ paur:l 
proportions ami mean values of t.Jw moistuw data displayc:d grnal.er c:xtrmrws than 
was evident for the exhaustive valm~;. 'J'h'1s may be n consc~qumtO! of the r!xtraJJfJ-
lation models used within t.hc Indicator I<rigiHg procmlun! that wen: iuf()rn!d fmiJJ 
the cumuitttive distribution function oft !Jr: S:tlllpJe value.<;. ()f Lhc! t.!Jn!l! kriging 
methods, the plots of the Disjunctive Kriging eslimal.r!::; of p;uwl proportiorJ."i fi_!Jd 
panel mean values appear to reflect the feat.urr~'-i of t.he exhaustive vahws most 
accurately. 
Panel mean values display missing values for panels where 1.hc proportion of the 
values in the panel above the particular threshold is zero. The locat.ionH of missing 
values evident in the panel mean values of the exhaustive data are refir~ctcd ill 
the kriging estimates. The Ordinary Kriging process produced many JIJore missing 
values than was evident in the exhaustive data \\'hil.st the Indicator Kriging process 
only produced more missing values in the case of the moisture data. T!JrJ Disjunctive 
Kriging mean value estimates showed more missing values for the moisture dat.a 
than the exhaustive data but fewer missing values for t.he primary data. 
Comparison of the mean square errors for the panel proportions of the t hrcc 
kriging methods indicate that generally the mean square e.rrors were greater for t.hc 
middle thresholds and lower for t:he cxtrcnw thresholds. Pam:!! est-imates derived 
from Ordinary Kriging generally showed b'Teat.er mean square errors at. all thrc~-;h­
olds than those from the Indicator Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging estimates. In 
particular1 the Ordinary Kriging mean square crn,rs were signi[icant.ly grcatPr fnr 
the middle thresholds. The mean square estimation errors of the Indicator Kriging 
and Disjunctive Kriging rnet.hods were quite sitnilnr for t.he primary dat.a. whibl 
those for the Indicator Kriging pnud cs!.ima!.es wen~ slight. I~· higher fort he moist un· 
dat.a. The magnitude of t.he mea11 squaw errors <l!lt.niJH'll for l.lw t\\'o llilln t>t'ts \\'C'I'I' 
siruilar. 
Mca11 squar(! errors of t.he estimated Jl<llld HH~illl vnhws wt:n~ gn•nll'r for higiH'r 
thresholds. For the prinHtry data then~ wns lit.t.l<~ difli.H·t~llt:l) IH•t.\\'<'<'ll tIll' IIH~illl 
Ill 
square crrort~ obtaiued from the tlm~1) krigiug uJdhiJds at I.IH! lower threshrJJds. As 
threshold values iuneased, Ordinary 1\rigill/-!, Jmnd ~~c;tiJnaU~c; Jlrodi!Ced tl1e /Jig/H.!:->1. 
mean squnrc errors and Disjunctive) I<rigiJIJ.:!; f~'itilllates produc,~d the lowe:-;t uwau 
square errors. For the moisture data the Indicator Kriging 111nLbod geHP.ra/ly pro-
duced slightly higher mean square errors. The magnitude of t.lw mean square errors 
obtained for the panel mean values were significantly gTCatcr than Ll10sc (JlJtained 
for the panel proportions. 
Plots of the average panel mean value versus the average panel proportion 
for the study region provided useful comparisorL'3 of the kriging results. All three 
kriging methods reproduced the shape of the corresponding curve of the exhatL'3tive 
data for both sets of data. The curves of the three kriging method~ were similar at 
the lower thresholds, corresponding to higher proportions and lower mean values. 
Differences between the curves were more pronounced for the higher thresholds. All 
three kriging methods underestimated the mean value for a given proportion above 
a threshold in the case of the primary data. For the moisture data the Ordinary 
Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging estimates underestimated the mean value for a 
given proportion whilst the Indicator I<riging estimates overestimated the mean 
value. 
All three kriging methods capture the shape of the curve of panel pro port ions 
versus panel mean values. Mean square errors of the kriging estimates indicate that 
generally the Ordinary Kriging estimates deviate considerably more from the ex-
haustive data than those of the Indicator Kriging and Disjunctive Kriging methods. 
The mean square errors of the Disjunctive Kriging method arc generally slightly 
lower than the corresponding Indicator Kriging estimates. Visually, plots of the 
panel proportions and panel mean values for the exhaustive data arc reproduced 
most accurately by the Disjunctive Kriging method and least accuratel,y by the 
Ordinary Kriging method. 
Comparing panel e..stimatcs of the moisture and primary data from t.he three 
krigiug methods indicated that generally the estimates obtniucd using (Jrdinary 
Kriging were the least accurate. Mean square cstimaUon errors aloug \\'it.h plots of 
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the estimates themselves aud curves relating; tiH! estilllaL(~<; to tile exlmusLive valuc~o.; 
indicated that. those obt.ained nsiug Disjuuc:tiv(! l(rigiug wm·e the most a.o:urat.(!, 
The Ordinary Kriging wet.hod required t.he ruodelling: of only ouc semivariog:rarn 
for each data set wU!st. the Indicator Kriging method iuvolved the rnodellirH~ of 
nine scmivariograms for each data set and the inferenee of extrapolation models 
for the cumulative distribution function values. The Disjunctive Kriging method 
required the modelling of t\VO scmivariograrns as well as the calculation of change-
of-support parameters. The modelling of an ext.ra sernivariogram in Disjunctive 
Kriging by comparison with Ordinary Kriging was justified by a significant inerca.'3c 
in estimation accuracy. However the additional modelling required by Indiea.t.or 
Kriging did not produce any additional benefits. The Disjunctive Kriging primary 
estimates and the Indicator Kriging primary estimates were quite similar, and the 
Disjnnctive Kriging moisture estimates reflected the features of the actual moisture 
values more accurately than the Indicator Kriging moisture estimates. In summary) 
the Disjnnctive Kriging method was found to produce more accurate estimates than 
the more commonly used methods of Ordinary Kriging and Indicator Kriging and 
this supports the use of Disjunctive Kriging in fields where geostatistics is used. 
However, the use of Disjunctive Kriging in these fields may be limited by the use 
of more familiar methods, such as Indicator Kriging, which produec useful results 
and whose implementation is understood by their users. The software requirements 
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Appendix A: Moisture Indicator Directional Semi-
• vanograms 
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Figure Al: Directional standardised semivariograms for 3rd decile of MoisturclOD 
indicator data. 
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Figure A3: Directional standardised semivariograms for 7th decile of A1oislnr'Cl00 
indicator data. 
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Figure A4: Directional ::;Lamlardi.scd smniva.riogram::; for 8th decile of !i{oistu.rr.JOO 
iudicat.or datn. 
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Appendix B: True Indicator Directional Semivari-
ograms 
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Figure Bl: Directional standardised semivariograms for 4th decile of Truc97 
indicator data. 
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Figure B2: Directional standardised scmivariogrmus for 5th decile of ThwlJ7 
indicator data. 
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Figure B3: Directional standardised scmivariograms for 6th decile of 'lhw9'l 
indicator data. 
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Appendix C: GSLIB Parameter Files 
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MoistXV.par 
PnrnJJtclen:i for 1('_1':1D 
******************* 
STi\lfl' OF Pi\Ri\Mll'I'EHS: 
Moist.urel OO.dal 








60 0.5 1.0 
60 0.5 1.0 
1 0.5 1.0 
1 1 1 
4 16 
6 
15.0 15.0 15.0 







I 0. IG 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10.0 10.0 10.0 
1.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35.0 35.0 35.0 
\file wil:h data 
\columns for X, Y, Z, var, :-.ec var 
\ trimming Jiwits 
\option: O=grid, 1=cross, 2=jackkJJifc 
\file with jackknife data 
\columns for X,Y,Z,vr and see var 
\debugging level: 0,1,2,:J 
\file for deLugging oulpul 
\file for kriged output 
\nx,xmn,xsiz 
\ny,ymn,ysiz 
\x,y and z block discretization 
\min, max data for kriging 
\max per octant (0-> not used) 
\maximum search radii 
\angles for search ellipsoid 
\O=SK,1=0K,2=rrmr-st Sl\,3=cxdrifl 
\drift: x,y,z,x..x,yy,r.z,xy,xz,r.y 
\0, variable; 1, est.imat.e trend 
\griddccl file with drifl./lllcan 
\ column tnuuber in gridded file 
\ust, uugget. cfl'ect. 
\ i (;,ee,angl,attg2,n 1 1g3 
\a_lunax, a_hmin, a_ ver(. 
\ i t,ec,a.ngl,cuig2,ailg3 
\a_hmax, a._hmin, a_ vert. 
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MoistOK.par 
Parameters for I<T~HJ 
******************* 
START OF PAHAME'l'EHS: 
MoisturclOO.dat. 








60 0.5 1.0 
60 0.5 1.0 
1 0.5 1.0 
4 4 4 
2 16 
8 
15.0 15.0 15.0 







1 0.1G 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10.0 10.0 10.0 
1 1.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35.0 35.0 35.0 
\file with data 
\ colullltlS for X, Y, Z, var, sec Vllr 
\ trimming li111i1.s 
\opt.iou: O=grid, l=cross, 2=jackkllif(~ 
\file with jackknife data 
\columns for X,Y,Z,vr and sec var 
\debugging level: 0,1,2,:3 
\file for dcbuggiug output. 




\x,y and z block discretization 
\min, nuL'\ data for kriging 
\max per octant (0-> not used) 
\nutxirnutn search radii 
\angles for ::;earch ellipsoid 
\O=SK, 1=0K,2=uon-st SK,3=cxclrift 
\drift.: x,y.z,xx,yy,zz,xy,xz,zy 
\0, varia hie; 1, <'St.imatc !'.rend 
\griddcd file with drift/menu 
\ column mnubcr in gridded file 
\nst., nugget ell'eet 
\it ,cc,angl ,nng2,ang3 
\a_ h11ntx, n _ hmin, n _vert. 
\it.,ee,aiig I ,ang2,nng:3 
\n_.luna.x, n_hmin, a_ vert. 
l24 
MoistiK. par 
Parmtwten; f<H' 11\:~J) 




I 2 0 3 
8 
9.69 10.21 10.62 10.93 11.45 
\I :o·-cottti!lur>ll!i(t:df), {)- Cll1.r!grJrical(pdf) 
\option: ();:;-:grid, 1 --:cross, 2o-ojac:kknifr! 
\file with jnckknifr: data 
\columns for X,Y,Z,vr 
\number t.hresltoldsjcategorir~s 
11.94 12.37 12.85 \ thresholds I categori"s 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 \global cdf I pdf 
m!OOi.dat \file with data 
1 2 0 3 \columns for X,Y,Z and variable 
nodata.ik \file with soft indicator input 
1 2 0 3 4 56 \columns for X,Y,Z and indicators 
-l.Oe21 l.Oe21 \trimming limits 
2 \debugging le\'cl: 0,1 ,2,:3 
Moist!K.dbg \file for c!cbuggin~ out.pnt 
MoistiK.dat \file for kriging cllltput 
12 2.5 5.0 \IL"X,XHIII,XSiz 
12 2.5 5.0 \ny,ynm,ysiz 
1 Q.Q 1.0 \nZ 1%lllll,7.Sit: 
2 16 \min, max dntr. for kriging 
15.0 15.0 15.0 \maximtuu scnrch radii 
0.0 0.0 0.0 \angles for search ellipsoid 
8 \max per oct an!. {0-> not used) 
0 11.45 \O=full IK. I ~Nlediau ll\(tliresholrl uuu>) 
I \0=81\, l=OK 
1 0.40 \Oue Jlst, m1ggd effect. 
2 0.60 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it.,cc,augl,aug2,aug3 
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11.0 11.0 0.0 
1 0.55 
2 0.45 0.0 0.0 
1LO 11.0 0.0 
1 0.65 
2 0.35 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
\ a __ lunax, a_lunin, a_vert 
\Two nst, nugget nfi'ect 
\ it.,cc,augJ ,ang2,ang:J 
\ a_luna.x, a_lnnin, a_ vert 
\Three nst, nugget effect 
\ it.p;,angl,ang2,ang:~ 
11.0 11.0 0.0 \ a_hmax, a_hmin, a_ vert 
1 0.65 \Four nst, nugget clfccl 
2 0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,cc,angLang2,ang3 
17.0 17.0 0.0 \ a_hmax, a_hmin, a_ vert 
1 0.65 \Five nst, nugget effect 
2 0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,cc,ang1,ang2,ang3 
17.0 17.0 0.0 \ a_hmax, a_hmin, a_ vert 
1 0. 70 \Six nst, nugget effect 
2 0.30 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,cc,ang1,ang2,ang3 
21.0 21.0 0.0 \ a_hma..x, a_hmiu, R_vcrt 
1 0.75 \Seven nst, nugget effect 
2 0.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,cc,ang1,ang2,ang3 
30.0 30.0 0.0 \ a_hmax, a_hmin, a_vcrt 
l 0.50 \Eigl:c nst, nugget effect 
2 0.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,cc,ang1,ang2,ang3 
30.0 30.0 0.0 \ a_hmax, a_hmin, a_vcrt 
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PostMIKl.par 
Paran1ctcn; for POSTIK 
********************* 





9.69 10.21 10.62 10.93 11.45 
\file with !K3D output (continuous) 
\file for output 
\output option, output parameter 
\number of thrc.';;;bolds 
11.94 12.37 12.85 \the thresholds 
1 1 0.413 
nodata.dat 







\volume support?, type, varred 
\file with global distribution 
\ ivr, iwt, tmin, imax 
\minimum and maximum Z value 
\lower tail: option, parameter 
\middle : option, parameter 





Pm·amct.cn; for KT3D 
******************* 
STAllT OF PAilAMETEHS: 
Truc97.dat 








50 0.5 1.0 
50 0.5 1.0 
1 0.5 1.0 
1 1 1 
4 16 
6 
15.0 15.0 15.0 







1 7.37 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7.5 7.5 7.5 
\lilc with data 
\columns for X, Y, Z, var, sec var 
\ trimming limits 
\option: O=grid, !=cross, 2=jackknifc 
\file with jackknife data 
\columns for X,Y,Z,vr and sec var 
\debugging level: 0,1,2,3 
\file for debugging output 




\x,y and z block discretization 
\min, max data for kriging 
\max per octant (0-> not used) 
\maximum search radii 
\angles for search ellipsoid 
\0=SK,1=0K,2=non-sl: SK,3=cxdrift. 
\drift: x,y,z,xx,yy,zz,xy,xz,zy 
\0, variable; 1, estimate trend 
\griddcd file with drift/mean 
\ column number in gridded file 
\nsl;, nugget effect 
\it,cc,angl ,ang2,H1Ig3 
\a_hmax, a_lnnin, a_ vert. 
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11·ue0K.par 
Paranwters for I<T3D 
** * * ****** ********* 
START OF PARAMETEBS: 
Trnc97 .clat 








50 0.5 1.0 
50 0.5 1.0 
1 0.5 1.0 
4 4 4 
2 16 
8 
12.0 12.0 12.0 







1 7.37 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7.5 7.5 7.5 
\file with da~a 
\columns for X, Y, Z, var, sec var 
\ trimming limits 
\option: O=grid, l=cross, 2 jackknife 
\file with jackknife data 
\columns for X,Y1Z,vr and sec var 
\debugging level: 0,1,2,3 
\file for debugging output 
\file for kriged output 
\nz,zmn,zsiz 
\x,y and z block discrctitmtion 
\min, max data for kriging 
\max per octant (0-> not. used) 
\ma.ximum search radii 
\angles for search ellipsoid 
\O=SK,i=OK,2=non-st SK,3=cxclrift 
\drift: x,y,z,x:x,yy,zz,xy,xr.,zy 
\0, variabh~i 1, estimate t.rend 
\gridcled file with drift/mm\11 
\ column number in griddcd 11lc 
\nst, nugget effect 
\ i L,cc,aug l,ang2,ang3 
\a_lunax, a_hmiu, a_ vert: 
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1rueiK.par 
Parameters for li<3D 
******************* 




I 2 0 3 
9 
0.15 0.27 0.45 0.83 1.02 1.38 
\I =continuono( cdf), O=catcgoric:;u (pdf) 
\option: 0=6rrid, l=cross, 2=jackknifr~ 
\file will! jackknife data 
\columns for X,Y,Z,vr 
\number t.hreslwlds/ categories 
2.07 3.16 6.29 \ thresholds I categories 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 \global cdf I pdf 
True97i.dat 







10 2.5 5.0 
10 2.5 5.0 
I 0.0 1.0 
4 16 
15.0 15.0 15.0 





I 0.90 0.0 0.0 0.0 
\file with data 
\ columns for X,Y,Z and variable 
\file with soft indicator input 
\ columns for X, Y ,Z and indicators 
\trimming limits 
\debugging b·el: 0,1,2,3 
\file for dclmg:giug output 
\file for krip;ing out put. 
\ nx .xmn,xsiz 
\ll}',J'IllllSSiZ 
\nz,?.mn,zsir. 
\min, max data for kriging 
\maximum scnrch radii 
\angles for .search ellipsoid 
\nuL'X per octant. (0-> not. used) 
\ll=fullll(, !=Median ll'(thrcshold num) 
\0=81\, l=OK 
\One nst, nugget effect 
\ it.,cc,ang1 1ang2,ang3 
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7.5 7.5 0.0 \ a_hma.x, a_IHniu, a_ vert 
1 0.30 \Two HHL, nugget dl'er:t 
1 0.70 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,ce,ruigl,mig2,mig:i 
7.5 7.5 0.0 \ a_lunax, a_hmin, a_ vert 
1 0.30 \Three tlst, uuggct effect 
1 0.70 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it.,cc,ang1,ang2,ang3 
7.5 7.5 0.0 \ a_lunax, a_lnnin, a_vcrt 
1 0.35 \Four nst, nugget cffr!d 
1 0.65 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,ce,angl,ang2,ang;) 
7.5 7.5 0.0 \ a_hmax, a_hrnill, a_ vert 
1 0.35 \Five nst, nugget effect 
1 0.65 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,cc,angl,ang2,ang3 
9.5 9.5 0.0 \ a __ hmax, a_hmin, a_ vert 
1 0.35 \Six nst, nugget efi"ect 
1 0.65 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,cc,angl,ang2,ang3 
10.0 10.0 0.0 \ a hmax, a hmin, a vert 
- - -
1 0.40 \Seven nst, nugget effect 
1 0.60 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,cc,angl,ang2,ang3 
10.0 10.0 0.0 \ a_hmax, a_hmin, a_vert. 
1 0.15 \Eight. nst, nugget cffecL 
1 0.85 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it,cc,angl ,nng2,ang3 
9.5 9.5 0.0 \ a_hmax, a_hmin, a_ vert 
1 0.35 \Nine nst., nugget effect 
1 0.65 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ it.,cc,angl,ang2,ang3 
8.0 8.0 0.0 \ a _hnHL'i:, a_htnin, a vert. 
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PostTIKl.par 
Parameters for POST![( 
********************* 





0.15 0.27 0.45 0.83 1.02 1.38 
\file with II\3D output (c:ontinuous) 
\file for output 
\output option, outpuL parameter 
\number of threshold:-; 
2.07 3.16 6.29 \the thresholds 
1 1 0.745 
nodata.dat 







\volume support?, type, varrcd 
\file with global distribution 
\ ivr, iwt, tmin, tmax 
\minimum and maximum Z value 
\lower tail: option, parameter 
\middle : option, parameter 
\upper tail: option, parameter 
\maximum discretizatiOII 
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